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AGENCY MISSION
The New York City Civilian Complaint Review Board (CCRB) is an independent Agency that is
empowered to receive, investigate, prosecute, mediate, hear, make findings, and recommend action
on complaints filed against members of the New York City Police Department (NYPD) that allege
the use of excessive or unnecessary Force, Abuse of Authority, Discourtesy, or the use of Offensive
Language. The Board’s staff, composed entirely of civilian employees, conducts investigations,
mediations, and prosecutions in an impartial manner.

In fulfillment of its mission, the Board pledges:
•

To encourage members of the community to file complaints when they believe
they have been victims of police misconduct;

•

To respect the rights of civilians and officers;

•

To encourage all parties involved in a complaint to come forward and present
evidence;

•

To expeditiously investigate each allegation thoroughly and impartially;

•

To make fair and objective determinations on the merits of each case;

•

To offer civilians and officers the opportunity to mediate their complaints, when
appropriate, in order to promote understanding between officers and the
communities they serve;

•

To recommend disciplinary actions that are measured and appropriate when
the investigative findings substantiate that misconduct occurred;

•

To engage in community outreach in order to educate the public about the
Agency and respond to concerns relevant to the Agency’s mandate;

•

To report relevant issues and policy matters to the Police Commissioner and the
public; and

•

To advocate for policy changes related to police oversight, transparency, and
accountability that will strengthen public trust and improve police-community
relations.
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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
Dear Fellow New Yorkers,
Over the past two years, the rollout of the body-worn camera (BWC)
program by the New York City Police Department (NYPD) has been
nothing short of transformational for the Civilian Complaint Review
Board (CCRB). As detailed in this Report, BWCs have significantly
increased the probability that a complaint will be closed on the
merits, i.e., that the Board can make a clear determination of fact. This
is true for both substantiated allegations and exonerated allegations.
BWC footage represents some of the most defining evidence in cases
in which misconduct occurred and in cases in which the officer’s
actions were within the boundaries of the law and the NYPD Patrol Guide.
Obtaining BWC footage has not come without difficulties. As is the case in many jurisdictions, the
process of getting police oversight agencies more streamlined access to BWC footage has been
fraught with challenges. New York has the added complexity presented by the sheer volume of
officers on its police force. To date, more than 24,000 members of the NYPD have been assigned
BWCs, and an increasing proportion of the complaints processed by the CCRB each year now
contain BWC evidence. This Report details the issues that the CCRB has had in obtaining BWC
evidence from the onset of the BWC program through the first half of 2019, many of which were
discussed at the public board meeting in July 2019.
Since then—in an effort to ensure that the CCRB was better able to obtain the information it needs
to resolve complaints quickly and definitively—the CCRB and the NYPD have come to an agreement
on a revised process by which the CCRB will receive BWC footage. These new protocols, set forth in
a Memorandum of Understanding signed in November 2019, will allow CCRB investigators to
search for videos alongside NYPD personnel, view unredacted footage, and more rapidly isolate and
request the portions of video that are relevant to CCRB investigations. It is our hope that this new
system will streamline CCRB’s access to BWC footage, which is pivotal to our work.
While this Report represents an initial step in detailing how the CCRB has obtained, used, and relied
upon BWC evidence in its cases, the BWC program in New York is still evolving. Future reports will
continue to detail the role of BWC evidence in CCRB investigations and prosecutions.
Sincerely,

Fred Davie
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THE BOARD AND AGENCY OPERATIONS
The Civilian Complaint Review Board (CCRB) is an agency of the City of New York. It became
independent from the New York City Police Department (NYPD) and was established in its current
all-civilian form in 1993. Board members review and make findings on misconduct complaints once
they have been fully investigated.
The Board consists of 13 members who are all appointed by the Mayor. The City Council designates
five Board members (one from each borough); the Police Commissioner designates three; and the
Mayor designates five, including the Chair of the Board.
Under the New York City Charter, the Board must reflect the diversity of the City’s residents, and all
members must live in New York City. No member of the Board may have a law enforcement
background, except those designated by the Police Commissioner, who must have had prior
experience as law enforcement professionals. No Board member may be a public employee or serve
in public office. Board members serve three-year terms, which can be renewed. They receive
compensation on a per-session basis, although some Board members choose to serve pro bono.
From 1993 to 2013, all cases in which the Board determined that an officer committed misconduct
were referred to the Police Commissioner with a discipline recommendation. Pursuant to a
Memorandum of Understanding between the CCRB and the NYPD (effective April 11, 2013), a team
of CCRB attorneys from the Agency’s Administrative Prosecution Unit handles most of the cases in
which the Board recommends that Charges and Specifications be brought against an officer. When
the Board recommends discipline other than Charges and Specifications (e.g. Instructions,
Formalized Training), the case is still referred directly to the Police Commissioner.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 2013, the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York in Floyd v. City of New
York,1 found that the New York City Police Department’s (NYPD) stop, question, and frisk practices
violated the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments of the Constitution. As a result, the Court ordered
changes to certain policies, practices, and training curricula, as well as a one-year body-worn
camera (BWC) pilot to determine whether BWCs were an effective oversight mechanism for
reducing such unconstitutional stops. The court recognized that BWCs were “uniquely suited to
addressing the constitutional harms at issue”2, and specifically mentioned the CCRB as a
stakeholder in the reform process.3
In December 2014, before commencing the court-ordered pilot, the NYPD launched a volunteer
BWC pilot program. In April 2017, after reviewing the results of the volunteer program, the NYPD
began the larger-scale, court-ordered pilot. One month later, the CCRB made its first BWC request,
and in June 2017, received its first BWC recording.
This Report’s findings firmly establish that video footage is integral to determining whether an
officer behaved professionally or engaged in misconduct. BWC evidence greatly increases the
CCRB’s ability to determine what happened during a police-civilian interaction, resulting in a
greater number of cases being closed with a disposition of substantiated, unfounded, or exonerated,
(on the merits). Between May 2017 and June 2019, the CCRB closed 76% of complaints “on the
merits” where there was BWC evidence, compared to 39% where no video was available. In its
analysis of fully-investigated cases with and without BWC, the CCRB found that the Board
substantiated complaints in 31% of those where there was BWC footage as compared to 13%
where there was no BWC or other type of video footage. Similarly, the Board exonerated complaints
in 30% of fully-investigated cases where there was BWC footage, as compared to 20% where no
video was available.
This Report looks at the impact of BWCs on the CCRB’s operations and investigations. It examines
the policies, protocols, and training of the NYPD and the CCRB, and analyzes the impact of BWC
footage on CCRB cases. To explore these issues, this Report takes three approaches. First, it
describes the process by which the CCRB obtains BWC footage, identifies key gaps in protocol that
have led to inefficiency and error, and details the actions taken to address the gaps. Second, it uses
descriptive statistics and extensive qualitative analysis to analyze all complaints in which the CCRB
requested BWC footage from May 2017 to June 30, 2019 (2019 Q2). Third, the Report then
examines those cases in which the Agency received and used such footage in its investigations.
During the first half of 2019, the CCRB noted an increase in the amount of time it took to receive
BWC footage, as well as greater difficulty when attempting to access complete and relevant BWC

Floyd v. City of N.Y., 959 F. Supp. 2d 540 (S.D.N.Y. 2013).
Id. at 685.
3 Id.
1
2
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footage. In the first three quarters of 2018, on average, the overwhelming majority of BWC requests
(>96%) were closed within 20 business days. In the first quarter of 2019, however, the percentage
of BWC requests closed within 20 days plummeted to 43%. Changes in the NYPD’s BWC access
policies and procedures also led to an increase in the number of cases where BWC footage was
either redacted or withheld in its entirety, negatively impacting the ability of the CCRB to conduct
oversight. To address these concerns, the Agency and NYPD engaged in extensive conversations
around the growing backlog of requests for footage and concerns around BWC access.
In November 2019, the CCRB and NYPD announced the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding
concerning access to BWC footage (BWC MOU).4 That agreement, signed by then-Police
Commissioner James P. O’Neill and CCRB Chair Fred Davie, aims to improve the Agency’s access to
BWC footage and address the backlog in evidence sharing that has delayed investigations of police
misconduct. Under the terms of the agreement, the NYPD will establish a facility where CCRB
investigators can search and review BWC footage directly. Upon determining that footage is
relevant to an allegation of police misconduct, the CCRB investigator may request a copy of the
footage from the NYPD’s Legal Bureau. The Legal Bureau must honor all requests (excluding
outlined exemptions)5 within 25 business days. Per the agreement, records and BWC recordings
obtained from the NYPD will remain confidential and may not be disclosed or made public, except
as may be mandated by court order or statute.
BWCs are important tools for civilian oversight of law enforcement. They make policing more
transparent and increase accountability. The CCRB believes that greater access to BWC footage will
lead to faster and more thorough investigations, solidify the public’s confidence in the Agency’s
work, and ensure that the mission of the BWC program—oversight of the NYPD—is upheld.

KEY FINDINGS
1. BWC footage enables the CCRB to reach a clear determination of fact far more
frequently than when BWC footage is not available. In the 318 fully-investigated
complaints in which BWC footage was received, the Board was able to reach a clear
determination of fact in 76% of all cases, compared to 39% when no video was available.
BWCs also improved the ability of the Board to close individual allegations on the merits—
with 76% of allegations with BWC evidence closed on the merits.
2. BWC footage allows the Agency to substantiate a greater proportion of Discourtesy
and Offensive Language allegations. Between 2017 and 2019 Q2, in cases where BWC
footage was available, the CCRB substantiated 56% of Discourtesy allegations and 37% of
4 Memorandum of Understanding

between the CCRB and NYPD of the City of New York Concerning Body-Worn
Camera
Footage
(BWC
MOU)
(Nov.
20,
2019),
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/ccrb/downloads/pdf/about_pdf/bwc_mou.pdf. See also Appendix A for a full
version of the BWC MOU.
5 Id. at § III(3)(d). NYPD shall not refuse to disclose or delay disclosure of footage on the grounds that it is
conducting a concurrent or parallel investigation, except for those investigations being conducted by the Force
Investigation Division and other sensitive force investigations not being conducted by FID. Notwithstanding,
upon the conclusion of the investigation, the BWC footage will be shared with CCRB.
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Offensive Language allegations. During that same time period, in cases where no BWC
footage was available, the CCRB substantiated only 19% of Discourtesy cases and 15% of
Offensive Language cases. This is, in part, because BWCs provide audio, which can
definitively determine many Discourtesy and Offensive Language allegations—something
that is more difficult when there is no video and is less likely to be available via other video
footage (e.g., security camera footage, which may not have audio).
3. Since the inception of the NYPD’s BWC program, the CCRB has submitted over 4,000
BWC requests and received footage in approximately half of those instances.
Between May 23, 2017 and June 30, 2019, the Agency submitted a total of 4,413 BWC
requests for 3,961 unique complaints. Of these 3,961 complaints, the CCRB received BWC
footage for 2,033 complaints. In 2017, the CCRB made 192 requests for BWC footage. In
2018, this increased to 2,081. In the first half of 2019, the CCRB had already made 2,140
requests, reflecting the scale of the NYPD’s rollout of the BWC program to include all
uniformed members of service (MOS) on patrol assignments.
4. During the first half of 2019, the CCRB experienced progressively increasing delays
in the amount of time it took to receive BWC footage. In 2018 Q4, it took an average of
20 business days to receive a response to a BWC footage request, regardless of whether the
response included footage. For requests made by June 30, 2019 (2019 Q2) and closed by
July 31, 2019, that number jumped to an average of 42 business days for the CCRB to
receive BWC footage, and 37 business days for the NYPD to tell the CCRB that no footage
existed or that the request for footage was denied. 6
5. The space needed for CCRB to store BWC footage, and the associated costs, have
increased dramatically. From the beginning of the BWC program in the second quarter
of 2017, through the second quarter of 2019, the CCRB received approximately 2.1885
terabytes (TB) of BWC footage. The Agency estimates that after Fiscal Year 2020, BWC
storage will grow at a rate of 50% per year, with BWC storage costs alone rising to
$144,000 per year by FY2024.7
6. In nearly 19% of all BWC requests, the CCRB identified an instance where a BWC
request was returned with a negative response, but existing BWC footage was later
identified (“false negative”). False negatives may occur due to CCRB’s BWC requests
providing limited or incomplete information, the completeness of search criteria used by
the NYPD to identify BWC footage, or human error. Of the 2,033 complaints for which BWC
footage was received, 377 complaints contained at least one false negative response
(18.5%). This number may not reflect all instances of false negatives, as the CCRB only
becomes aware of false negatives after they have been identified by its investigations or
These increased wait times have impacted the metrics described throughout this Report, as the Agency has
received responses for comparatively fewer requests for BWC in the second quarter of 2019. As such, all
calculations involving 2019 Q2 data are skewed by the low number of fulfilled requests.
7 Cost estimates are based on current commercial storage rates.
6
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the NYPD Legal Bureau. In the spring of 2018, in an effort to decrease the number of
requests for which the NYPD had to request more information in order to locate BWC
footage, the CCRB created a BWC request template for all investigators to use. The
template was positively received by both the CCRB and the NYPD and has reduced the
number of clarification requests sent by the NYPD.
7. CCRB identified several recurring technical issues that prevent BWCs from recording
the entirety of police interactions with civilians. In spring 2019, the CCRB analyzed
investigators’ experience with BWC footage and discussed issues they had encountered.
The CCRB’s analysis pointed to several recurring technical issues, largely involving the
obstruction of the device, or cameras dislodging during incidents involving an
apprehension or the use of force. In instances when BWCs became dislodged, the cameras
frequently turned off or footage was interrupted, preventing a full incident recording.
8. CCRB identified instances where officers failed to comply with NYPD policy with
respect to when BWCs must be activated. During its review of BWC footage, the CCRB
found that officers often failed to properly use their cameras by turning on the BWC late,
turning the BWC off early, or not turning the BWC on at all, in violation of PG § 212.123.
9. Within the NYPD, officers are trained to inform other officers when their BWCs are
active. The CCRB’s review found officers used verbal and non-verbal cues to indicate the
presence of active BWCs. In addition to the required recording notifications provided to
the public, officers were frequently heard using phrases such as, “I went Hollywood,”
“Green,” “I’m/We’re live,” and “I’m hot,” apparently designed to indicate to other officers
that their BWCs were on and recording. Officers also used non-verbal cues, such as tapping
motions, shoulder brushing, and gesturing apparently intended to indicate whether their
cameras were turned off or on. The NYPD later confirmed that it was training officers to
inform other officers at the scene of an incident of the presence of active BWCs.
10. The percentage of closed CCRB cases involving BWC footage has increased
significantly since 2017 and now comprise 33% of all fully investigated cases. In
November 2017, the CCRB closed its first investigation with BWC footage. While in 2017,
complaints with BWC footage comprised only 1% of all fully investigated cases, in the
second quarter of 2019, they comprised 33%—a 4533% increase—reflecting the growth
of the NYPD’s BWC program and the accelerated BWC rollout in 2018 and 2019.

CCRB ACTIONS TAKEN AS A RESULT OF THIS ANALYSIS
1. The CCRB and NYPD signed an MOU concerning BWC footage. In November 2019, the
CCRB and NYPD signed an agreement aimed at improving the CCRB’s access to BWC footage
and addressing a growing backlog of requests for footage. Under the terms of the
agreement, the NYPD will establish a facility where CCRB investigators can search and
review BWC footage directly. Upon determining that footage is relevant to an allegation of
police misconduct, the CCRB investigator may request a copy of the footage from the NYPD’s
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Legal Bureau. The Legal Bureau must honor all requests (excluding outlined exemptions)8
within 25 business days. Per the agreement, records and BWC recordings obtained from the
NYPD will remain confidential and may not be disclosed or made public, except as may be
mandated by court order or statute.
2. The CCRB updated its intake policies to obtain consent to view and use unredacted
BWC footage at the start of its investigation. As outlined under the BWC MOU, the CCRB
will endeavor to obtain written waivers/consent from complainants, if possible, and will
ensure that CCRB employees accepting complaints via telephone, in-person, or otherwise
use scripted language seeking a verbal waiver/consent from complainants for recordings
related to cases sealed pursuant to Criminal Procedure Law §§ 160.50/160.559 or Family
Court Act §§ 375.1, 375.2, recordings containing the identity of the victim of a sex crime
pursuant to Civil Rights Law § 50-b, or recordings depicting a juvenile.
3. The CCRB updated its internal guidelines and procedures to ensure that an officer’s
failure to use BWCs in accordance with NYPD policy is appropriately reported to the
NYPD. In summer 2019, the CCRB updated its internal guidelines to clarify when “Other
Misconduct Noted” (OMN) allegations—actions uncovered during a CCRB investigation that
are alleged violations of the Patrol Guide, but not within the CCRB’s jurisdiction—and
letters to the NYPD Risk Management Bureau (RMB) identifying possible problematic
patterns of behavior should be issued for improper use of BWCs. Under the current policy,
when an investigator determines that an officer who has been issued a BWC for at least 90
days before the incident failed to turn on the device at the start of the tour, failed to activate
the BWC during a mandatory event when it was feasible and safe to do so, or terminated the
activation before an incident had concluded, such conduct will be referred to the NYPD as
an OMN. Where an officer has committed the same misconduct but has been issued a BWC
for less than 90 days before the incident, the CCRB will instead send a RMB letter. To better
enforce this CCRB policy on improper use of BWCs, the CCRB will work with the NYPD to
streamline the process by which it determines the date an officer was issued a BWC.
4. CCRB has improved training for CCRB staff on how best to utilize BWC footage during
interviews of police officers. In May 2019, the CCRB’s Training Department conducted a
training on how to utilize video evidence during interviews. The training included
discussion on who may be shown BWC footage, at what point during the interview BWC
footage should be shown, the importance of getting full testimony before reviewing BWC
footage, standard questions to ask regarding BWC footage, and what questions to ask when
BWC MOU, supra note 4, at § III(3)(d). NYPD shall not refuse to disclose or delay disclosure of footage on the
grounds that it is conducting a concurrent or parallel investigation, except for those investigations being
conducted by the Force Investigation Division and other cases deemed sensitive force investigations not being
conducted by FID. Notwithstanding, upon the conclusion of the investigation, the BWC footage will be shared
with CCRB.
9 Criminal Procedure Law §§ 160.50 and 160.55, both require that “all official records and papers . . . relating
to the arrest or prosecution . . . be sealed and not made available to any person or public or private agency.”
N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law §§ 160.50(1)(c); 160.55(1)(c).
8
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BWC footage appears to conflict with officer testimony. The training was presented to all
investigators and managers.
5. CCRB staff will be trained on current BWC technology being used by NYPD. The CCRB’s
Training Department will organize a BWC refresher training so that CCRB staff is up-to-date
on the BWC hardware and software currently in use by the NYPD. Prior to the
implementation of the BWC MOU, CCRB staff will also be trained on both Vievu Solution and
Axon Evidence.com, which are the BWC platforms used by the NYPD.
6. CCRB is updating procedures and technology to ensure that the Agency can accurately
track issues with BWC usage. The CCRB’s Data Processing and New Application
Development team are currently working to develop and better record standardized
metrics on technical and officer usage issues with BWCs.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NYPD
1. CPL §§ 160.50 and 160.55 should not prevent disclosure of BWC footage to the
CCRB.10 Unconstitutional stops sometimes lead to arrests and/or prosecutions that are
later dismissed or terminated and sealed. Thus, it is important that complaints related to
sealed cases are thoroughly investigated by the CCRB. While the CCRB hopes that the BWC
MOU and its adoption of verbal and written waiver/consent procedures will largely
alleviate issues associated with obtaining BWC footage related to sealed cases,11
investigating these cases without the improved level of review provided by BWC footage
would be a disservice to both the complainants and officers involved.12
2. The NYPD should incorporate GPS tagging technology, which embeds location data in
videos recorded by Axon cameras. Location tracking, or geotagging technology, provides
an additional mechanism to reduce false negatives and expedite BWC database searches. To
simplify the search terms used to locate BWC footage, the CCRB recommends that the NYPD
utilize the geotagging technology available on Axon View—an Axon mobile application that
connects to Axon cameras and provides instant video playback and GPS tagging. Using this
technology, video files uploaded to Vievu Solution and Evidence.com would automatically

Criminal Procedure Law §§ 160.50 and 160.55, both require that “all official records and papers . . . relating
to the arrest or prosecution . . . be sealed and not made available to any person or public or private agency.”
N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law §§ 160.50(1)(c); 160.55(1)(c).
11 BWC MOU, supra note 4, at § III (3)(f). CCRB will adopt procedures to obtain valid consent, when possible, to
view and use BWC footage without redaction or blurring at the start of its investigation. Informed, verbal
consent shall be sufficient.
12 Although there are legitimate privacy concerns surrounding the general use, retention, and release of BWC
footage, the privacy laws that apply to CCRB in its capacity as an independent city agency mitigate the potential
for harm from disclosure of BWC recordings for the purposes of its investigations. Any officer information and
documents obtained during the course of an investigation are considered personnel records and are protected
from disclosure pursuant to Civil Rights Law § 50-a. The Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) also provides
limitations on what information can be publicly disclosed.
10
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include “location metadata,” allowing the NYPD to more easily identify relevant BWC
footage by searching location tags or the GPS coordinates of identified officers.
3. The NYPD should incorporate Axon technology that automatically activates all
nearby Axon cameras, including BWC and dashboard cameras, when an officer
triggers their Taser or draws their firearm. Axon’s Signal Performance Power Magazine
and Axon’s Signal Sidearm automatically enable an officer’s BWC to begin recording in
critical situations. The incorporation and automation of this technology by the NYPD will
ensure greater oversight—both internally by supervisors, and externally by the CCRB, other
oversight agencies, and the public-at-large.
4. The NYPD should continue working with Axon, the company from which NYPD
purchases its BWCs, to ensure that mounting hardware can withstand all aspects of
policing. Given the importance of recorded interactions for law enforcement and oversight
purposes, the CCRB encourages the NYPD to address issues of BWCs becoming dislodged.
5. When conducting home visits and entries, officers should turn on their BWC prior to
arrival at the residence to account for any lag time while in buffering mode.
Allegations related to entry into civilians’ homes comprised 10% of Abuse of Authority
allegations closed by the CCRB in 2018.13 To account for the 30-second and one-minute
buffer period in BWC models, the CCRB recommends that officers conducting home
visits/entries activate their BWCs prior to arrival at the civilian’s home or upon entering the
building for apartment buildings. This will help to ensure that the officers’ entry into a
civilian’s home is captured in its entirety. Capturing audio and video recordings of the
totality of these interactions will allow BWCs to better serve both oversight and law
enforcement purposes.
6. The NYPD should amend the Patrol Guide to prohibit officers from intentionally
interfering with the capturing of BWC footage, including, but not limited to, using
signals to warn other officers that their BWC is active in an effort to obfuscate or
facilitate police misconduct. Currently, PG § 212.123(8) does not prohibit officers from
intentionally hindering a BWC recording in any way. The CCRB’s review of cases with BWC
video has identified a number of instances where officers have used signals to prevent or
halt the recording of police misconduct. This specific use of signals undermines the purpose
of the BWC program that is meant to, “provide a contemporaneous, objective record of
stops and frisks, allowing for the review of officer conduct.”14 Given these identified
incidents of officer interference, the CCRB believes that the NYPD should amend its policy to

CCRB,
Annual
Report
2018
(2019),
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/ccrb/downloads/pdf/policy_pdf/annual_biannual/2018CCRB_AnnualReport.pdf
14 Floyd, 959 F. Supp. 2d. at 685.
13
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prohibit officers from intentionally disrupting a BWC recording, including the use of
signaling, to obfuscate or facilitate misconduct.
7. The NYPD should publicly report its audits of officer compliance with BWC policy. The
NYPD currently conducts regular audits of BWC recordings to ensure officer compliance
and address any performance or tactical deficiencies observed on camera.15 However, due
to the lack of public reporting, the number of audits conducted, and the extent to which the
NYPD is aware of BWC usage issues or officer non-compliance, is unknown. The public
reporting of these metrics, which have already been adopted in other jurisdictions,16 would
better support the mission of the BWC program and ensure greater transparency and
oversight of the NYPD.
8. The NYPD should include BWC searches on all Internal Affairs Bureau (IAB) referral
logs and link digital memo book entries to the appropriate BWC footage. Including all
BWC footage reviewed by the NYPD in cases referred to the CCRB from IAB, or providing
reference to BWC footage in documents provided to the CCRB, would cut down on the time
needed for the CCRB to obtain BWC evidence in concurrent investigations.

Letter from Ernest F. Hart, Deputy Commissioner, NYPD Legal Matters, to CCRB [hereinafter Legal Bureau
Letter] (Jan. 13, 2020).
16 See Chicago Police Department, Special Order S03-14 Body Worn Cameras (Apr. 30, 2018),
http://directives.chicagopolice.org/directives/data/a7a57b38-151f3872-56415-1f3889ce6c22d026d090.pdf?hl=true; City of Chicago Office of Inspector General, Evaluation of the Chicago Police
Department’s
Random
Reviews
of
Body-Worn
Camera
Recordings
(July
30,
2019),
https://igchicago.org/2019/07/30/evaluation-of-the-chicago-police-departments-random-reviews-of-bodyworn-camera-recordings/.
15
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
In 2013, Judge Shira Scheindlin of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New
York, presiding over Floyd v. City of New York,17 found that the New York City Police Department’s
(NYPD) stop, question, and frisk practices violated the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments of the
Constitution. The Court also found that the NYPD had a “policy of indirect racial profiling” that
disproportionately targeted Black and Hispanic individuals for stops.18 As a result, the Court
ordered changes to certain policies, practices and training curricula, and appointed a federal
monitor (referred to in this Report as “NYPD Monitor”) to oversee these reforms. The Court also
ordered a one-year body-worn camera (BWC) pilot to determine whether BWCs were an effective
oversight mechanism for reducing unconstitutional stops, explaining:
Video recordings will serve a variety of useful functions. First, they will provide a
contemporaneous, objective record of stops and frisks, allowing for the review of
officer conduct by supervisors and the courts . . . Second, the knowledge that an
exchange is being recorded will encourage lawful and respectful interactions on the
part of both parties. Third, the recordings will diminish the sense on the part of
those who file complaints that it is their word against the police, and that the
authorities are more likely to believe the police . . . Video recordings will be equally
helpful to members of the NYPD who are wrongly accused of inappropriate
behavior.19
In September 2014, prior to the implementation of the court-ordered BWC pilot, then-NYPD
Commissioner William J. Bratton announced the launch of a volunteer pilot program to test the use
of BWCs in all five boroughs.20 From December 2014 through March 2016, the NYPD conducted the
small BWC pilot with 54 volunteer police officers across six different commands.21 In addition to
assessing the benefits of the cameras, the volunteer pilot sought to test different BWC equipment,
while allowing the NYPD to develop its BWC-related technology infrastructure and policies.22 In
Floyd v. City of N.Y., 959 F. Supp. 2d 540 (S.D.N.Y. 2013).
Id. at 540.
19 Floyd v. City of N.Y., 959 F. Supp. 2d 668 (S.D.N.Y 2013) at 685.
20 J. David Goodman, New York Police Officers to Start Using Body Cameras in a Pilot Program, N.Y. Times (Sept.
4, 2014), https://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/05/nyregion/new-york-police-officers-to-begin-wearingbody-cameras-in-pilot-program.html. See also OIG-NYPD, Body-Worn Cameras in NYC: An Assessment of NYPD’s
Pilot Program and Recommendations to Promote Accountability (July 2015), available at
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/doi/reports/pdf/2015/2015-07-30-Nypdbodycamerareport_final.pdf.
21 The six commands that participated in the BWC Volunteer Pilot Program were the: 23 rd precinct (East
Harlem), 40th precinct (South Bronx), 75th precinct (East New York), 103 rd precinct (Jamaica), 120th precinct
(NE Staten Island), and Public Service Area (PSA) 2 (housing developments in Brownsville and Crown Heights).
22
Peter L. Zimroth, First Report of the Independent Monitor (July 9, 2015), available at
http://nypdmonitor.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/MonitorsFirstReport-AsFiledInFloydDocket.pdf.
17
18
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June 2016, upon conclusion of the volunteer pilot, the NYPD commissioned the Policing Project at
the New York University School of Law to conduct an online questionnaire for community input on
the NYPD’s proposed BWC policy.23 Approximately 25,000 civilians and 5,000 police officers
participated in the anonymous survey. Recommendations subsequently were presented and
considered by the NYPD for adoption.24
In April 2017, after reviewing the results of the volunteer pilot, the NYPD began the larger-scale,
court-ordered pilot with two goals: 1) to assess the costs and benefits of deploying cameras; and 2)
to examine whether deployment resulted in reducing unconstitutional stops and frisks.25 The NYPD
contracted with BWC and technology provider Vievu,26 and equipped officers with Vievu LE-4
cameras (LE-4). In May 2018, Vievu was acquired27 by Axon.28 Cameras were rolled out on a
precinct-by-precinct basis, and the NYPD added Vievu LE-5 cameras (LE-5) to circulation in Fall
2018.29 By December 31, 2018, BWC deployment reached 15,826 members of service (MOS) across
81 commands (Fig. 1).

NYPD, NYPD Response to Public and Officer Input on the Department’s Proposed Body-Worn Camera Policy
(April 2017), available at https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/nypd/downloads/pdf/public_information/bodyworn-camera-policy-response.pdf.
24 Id.
25 In August 2016, the NYPD Monitor released a report outlining a research design for a randomized control
trial (RCT) of BWCs in the NYPD, to be implemented pursuant to Floyd. See NYPD Monitor, Third Report: Interim
Briefing on Body-Worn Camera Pilot Program. In June 2016, the NYPD Monitor released the research and
evaluation design for the NYPD’s BWC pilot program, involving officers with BWCs in 20 precincts matched
with officers not assigned BWCs in 20 other precincts. See NYPD Monitor, Sixth Report: The NYPD’s Body-Worn
Camera Pilot: Research and Evaluation Plan.
26 About Us, VIEVU, http://www.vievu.com/about-us/ (last visited Apr. 5, 2019).
27 Joshua Brustein, The Biggest Police Body Cam Company is Buying Its Main Competitor, BLOOMBERG, May 4, 2018,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-04/the-biggest-police-body-cam-company-is-buyingits-main-competitor.
28 For more information about Axon, see AXON, https://www.axon.com/ (last visited Apr. 5, 2019).
29 NYPD, NYPD Completes Rollout of Body-Worn Cameras to All Officers on Patrol (March 6, 2019),
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/nypd/news/pr0306/nypd-completes-rollout-body-worn-cameras-all-officerspatrol#/0.
23
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Figure 01. Deployment of Body-Worn Cameras through December 2018

The NYPD originally projected all patrol officers, transit districts and housing public services areas
would be equipped with BWCs by the end of 2018. On October 21, 2018, however, an LE-5 model
exploded, leading the NYPD to recall 2,900 LE-5s—approximately 20% of all assigned BWCs—from
service,30 delaying the projected roll-out.31 Following the recall, the NYPD replaced the LE-5 models
Peter L. Zimroth, Ninth Report of the Independent Monitor (Jan. 11, 2019) at 25, available at
http://nypdmonitor.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/2019-01-11-Combined-Ninth-Report-4.pdf.
31 On October 21, 2018, Vievu model LE-5 BWC camera caught on fire at the 121 st precinct in Staten Island. In
response to the explosion, the NYPD decided to shelve all 2,990 Vievu model LE-5 cameras. On October 22,
2018, NYPD Deputy Commissioner for Information Technology, Jessica Tisch, stated that the incident was likely
30
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with LE-4s and Axon Body-2 cameras (AB-2).32 In December 2019, the NYPD also began to deploy
Axon Body-3 cameras (AB-3).33
In February 2019, the NYPD announced a complete BWC roll-out to all uniformed patrol officers—
approximately 20,000 cameras distributed to police officers, detectives performing patrol
functions, sergeants and lieutenants assigned to precincts, transit districts, and public housing
police services areas.34 In total, 79 commands were equipped with LE-4s (16,000 cameras) and 19
commands were equipped with AB-2s (4,000 cameras). In November 2019, the NYPD announced a
complete BWC roll-out of “Phase 3” of the pilot,35 which equipped specialized units, including the
Emergency Services Unit, Strategic Response Group, and Critical Response Command, with
approximately 4,000 BWCs.36 Through the remainder of 2019, NYPD also continued its rollout of
BWC to specialty units and executive uniformed personnel assigned to commands employing
BWC.37
To date, the NYPD “has accumulated over eight million videos, of which each video averages
approximately eight minutes. Nearly 130,000 videos are uploaded to the Department’s cloud-based
storage each week.”38

to result in the NYPD missing the January 1, 2019 mark for equipping all 22,000 officers on patrol in precinct,
transit, and housing units. Mark Toor, Body-Camera Explosion Means Missed Deadline, THE CHIEF-LEADER (New
York, NY), Oct. 30, 2018, available at http://thechiefleader.com/news/news_of_the_week/body-cameraexplosion-means-missed-deadline/article_3c7ed9c2-d881-11e8-8a3f-bbbd608883fb.html.
32 See Appendix C for manufacturer descriptions of all BWC cameras currently in circulation.
33 Oversight - NYPD’s Roll-Out of Body Worn Cameras, NYC Council Committee on Public Safety, (Nov. 18, 2019)
(statement of Matthew Pontillo, NYPD Assistant Chief and Commanding Officer of the First Deputy
Commissioner),
https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/MeetingDetail.aspx?ID=735835&GUID=84D658B7-4202487F-877F-BB05006147ED&Options=&Search=.
34 NYPD, Body-Worn Cameras, https://www1.nyc.gov/site/nypd/about/about-nypd/equipment-tech/bodyworn-cameras.page (last visited Nov. 25, 2019).
35 Oversight - NYPD’s Roll-Out of Body Worn Cameras, NYC Council Committee on Public Safety, (Nov. 18, 2019)
(statement of Oleg Chernyavsky, NYPD Ass’t Deputy Commissioner of Legal Matters) ,
https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/MeetingDetail.aspx?ID=735835&GUID=84D658B7-4202-487F-877FBB05006147ED&Options=&Search=.
36 NYPD, Body-Worn Cameras, https://www1.nyc.gov/site/nypd/about/about-nypd/equipment-tech/bodyworn-cameras.page (last visited Nov. 25, 2019).
37 Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
38 Id.
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Figure 02. BWC Roll-Out Timeline

As required under the court-ordered pilot, the NYPD Monitor is currently evaluating the NYPD’s
BWC procedures, as well as the effectiveness of the one-year BWC pilot. In November 2018, the
NYPD began working with the NYPD Monitor team to collect data for the evaluation’s outcome
measures. In November 2018, the NYPD Monitor also submitted its proposed evaluation plan39 to
Judge Analisa Torres of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York for
approval. The matter is currently pending before the court.40

39 ECF No. 660-1, Outline of Proposed Pilot Study for Court-Ordered Pilots on Documenting Police-Citizen Level

1 and Level 2 Encounters and Activation of BWCs for Level-1 Encounters (Nov. 8, 2018).
40 Zimroth, supra note 30.
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NYPD BODY-WORN CAMERAS POLICIES
The NYPD provides informational videos in several languages, including sign language, about the
BWC rollout on its website. The NYPD website also includes a “frequently asked questions” (FAQ)
section, links to its policies on BWCs, and policies related to the release of BWC footage of critical
incidents.41 A link is provided for members of the public to request BWC video through a Freedom
of Information Law (FOIL) request.42
Under the Right to Know Act (RTKA),43 which went into effect on October 19, 2018, during certain
civilian interactions, officers are required to provide the civilian a business card that includes
information on how to request BWC footage. Members of the public also may go to the NYPD’s
“Police Encounters” webpage, which provides information on obtaining BWC footage of their
interactions with police officers.44
The NYPD BWC policy is articulated in Patrol Guide (PG) § 212.123, Use of Body-Worn Cameras. 45
PG § 221.123 explains:
To visually and audibly record certain interactions between uniformed members of
the service and the public for official law enforcement purposes.
The Department is issuing Body-Worn Cameras (BWCs) to certain uniformed
members of service.
PG § 221.123 discusses the BWC operating procedure, including BWC activation and deactivation,
prohibited BWC recordings, documentation and case use, officer viewing of BWC footage, firearms
discharges, level 3 use of force, death/serious injury in custody incidents, and supervisory and

NYPD, Operations Order: Public release of Body-Worn Camera (BWC) Footage of Critical Incidents (Oct. 18,
2019), available at: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/nypd/downloads/pdf/public_information/oo-46-19bodyworn-camera-footage.pdf.
42 NYPD, Body-Worn Cameras, https://www1.nyc.gov/site/nypd/about/about-nypd/equipment-tech/bodyworn-cameras.page (last visited Apr. 16, 2019).
43 The Right to Know Act has two components. The first outlines officers’ obligation to identify themselves,
including by providing their name, rank, command, and shield number to civilians at the beginning of certain
interactions. The law also requires officers to have business cards that contain this information. The second
component of the law addresses situations in which officers seek to perform a search and do not have legal
justification to do so without a person’s consent. In these situations, the RTKA requires that officers explain
that a search will not be conducted if a person refuses to provide consent. The law requires officers to document
these requests for consent. For more information: CCRB, What is the Right to Know Act? Frequently Asked
Questions, https://www1.nyc.gov/site/ccrb/complaints/right-to-know-act.page (last updated Oct. 16, 2018).
44 NYPD, Police Encounters, https://www1.nyc.gov/site/nypd/about/about-nypd/police-encounters.page
(last visited Apr. 10, 2019).
45 NYPD, Patrol Guide Section 212.123, Use of Body-Worn Cameras (Jan. 08, 2018), available at:
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/nypd/downloads/pdf/public_information/public-pguide2.pdf.
41
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administrative functions for BWCs.46 PG § 221.123 applies to all members of service issued BWCs,
“irrespective” of whether they are “on traditional patrol or has duties in a plainclothes capacity.”47
Specific operating procedures pertinent to the scope of this report are summarized below:
Mandatory Activation of BWC: Uniformed officers are required to activate their BWCs prior to
engaging in, or assisting another uniformed officer with the following police actions:
(a) Potential crime-in-progress assignments, including: (1) possible crimes (e.g.,
suspicious person, shots fired, person with a gun, person selling drugs, etc.,), (2) a
disorderly person/group/noise, (3) a robbery/burglary/larceny/ report of
explosives/assault, etc., (4) jobs involving police officer assistance and additional
units needed, (5) any incident involving a weapon, and (6) ShotSpotter activation;
(b) Interior patrols of New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) buildings as well as
any privately-owned buildings. The BWC must be activated upon entering the
building and will not be deactivated until exiting the building and terminating the
interior patrol along with any associated police action;
(c) Public interactions that escalate and become adversarial;
(d) Interactions with an emotionally disturbed person;
(e) Interactions with persons suspected of criminal activity;
(f) A search of an individual and/or his/her belongings, except for strip searches;
(g) Vehicle stops;
(h) Summonses, except for a Notice of Parking Violation;
(i) Use of force;48 and
(j) Arrests.
BWC Activation: Uniformed officers are directed to begin recording prior to or immediately
upon arrival at the incident location. In the event of an unanticipated or exigent
circumstances, activate the BWC as soon as it is feasible and safe to do so...
Deactivation of BWC: Once BWC has been activated, uniformed officers should continue
recording until the investigative, enforcement, or other police action is concluded. In the case
of arrest, officers should continue recording until the prisoner is lodged at the command for
arrest processing. Uniformed officers may choose to deactivate the BWC upon the request of a
member of the public if a suspect is not present, and it is safe and advisable to do so after
considering all the circumstances.
Prohibited BWC Recordings: Uniformed officers are instructed not to activate their BWC
during performance of administrative duties or non-enforcement functions, routine activities
See Appendix B for a full version of PG § 212.123, Use of Body-Worn Cameras.
Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
48 As defined in NYPD, Patrol Guide Section 221.03, Reporting and Investigation of Force Incident or Injury to
Persons
during
Police
Action
(Jun.
01,
2017),
available
at:
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/nypd/downloads/pdf/public_information/public-pguide3.pdf.
46
47
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within Department facilities, departmental meetings or training, off-duty employment
including paid detail assignments, interviewing a current or potential confidential informant,
undercover officers, interviewing the victim of a sex crime (as soon as the nature of the event
becomes apparent), strip searches, in a court facility (except for the immediate lodging of a
prisoner), and inside of a medical facility. Officers are instructed to notify their patrol/unit
supervisor if a “prohibited event” was recorded.
Supervisory Review: The Training Sergeant will periodically review BWC as appropriate to
provide positive feedback and address any performance or tactical deficiencies observed. The
Training Sergeant will also assess compliance with the procedure and take necessary remedial
action to correct deficiencies.
The Integrity Control Officer will supervise review of BWC video by supervisors assigned to the
command. They will also periodically review BWC video as appropriate, to provide positive
feedback and address any performance deficiencies observed.

Retention of Video Files
The Patrol Guide in section 212.123 notes that the default preservation period for BWC video is one
year, at which time it will be automatically deleted.”49 According to the NYPD, however, the default
retention period for all video recordings is 18 months, with certain categories of videos, i.e., the
issuance of a summons, an arrest, or homicide retained for longer periods of time.50 The NYPD
currently stores all BWC footage on Vievu Solution, a cloud-based evidence management system,51
and Axon Evidence (Evidence.com), a secure cloud-based storage system designed to “store,
streamline, and share all your evidence and Axon device data.”52

Officer Training on BWC
In April 2016, the NYPD, in consultation with the NYPD Monitor, drafted training materials to
instruct personnel on how to wear BWCs, as well as maintain cameras and video footage.53 The
NYPD also met with internal and external stakeholders, including local elected officials, police
unions, civil liberties organizations, police reform advocacy groups, and district attorneys’ offices to

In a communication with the CCRB on January 13, 2020, the NYPD’s Legal Bureau asserted that “while PG
212-123 states the ‘default preservation period for BWC video is one year,’ this provision is in the process of
being corrected.” Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
50 “For footage capturing the issuance of a summons, the video will be retained for two years. For footage
capturing an arrest or homicide investigation, the video will be retained for five years.” Id.
51 Vievu, Software Plans Hosted-Government, http://www.vievu.com/software-plans-hosted-government/
(last viewed Oct. 9, 2019).
52 Axon, Axon Evidence, https://www.axon.com/products/evidence (last viewed May 17, 2019).
53 Letter from Nancy Hoppock, Assistant Deputy Comm’r & Gen. Counsel, NYC Police Dept., Risk Mgmt. Bureau,
to Peter L. Zimroth, NYPD Monitor (Nov. 24, 2015), available at: http://nypdmonitor.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/02/NYPDletterBWC.pdf.
49
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assist in the development of its final BWC policy.54 In 2017, the NYPD established a BWC Unit within
its Risk Management Bureau (RMB BWC Unit) to “implement BWC policy, deliver instruction on
BWCs to uniformed personnel, and review BWC footage to enhance police investigations and crime
control strategies.”55 Command training began in April 2019. At present:
Risk Management’s BWC Unit works jointly with the Police Academy to conduct
comprehensive training as well as continuous subject matter training for members of service.
Officers are given guidance on use and functionality of body-worn cameras during a full day
training program at the Police Academy. The training at the Police Academy consists of a half
day of classroom lectures followed by a half day of live scenarios to educate their use of bodyworn cameras while performing their duties. Officers then have a 90-day period of field
training at the command. If there are deficiencies observed, the member of service will be
addressed with instruction from a supervisor.56
Command Training Sergeants and Integrity Control Officers receive training on “best practices in
regard to the use of BWCs and supervisory oversight.” The RMB BWC Unit also conducts “training
sessions at command-level trainings, executive conferences, recruit orientations, and tactical
communications.”57
As specified by PG § 212.123, officers are directed to position their BWC to facilitate the optimal
recording field of view. 58 The Patrol Guide recommends uniformed officers attach their BWC to
their outermost garment, in the center of their chest, using the mounting hardware provided.59 No
guidance is presently provided to plainclothes officers. Where conditions may require recording
from a different point of view, officers have discretion to move their cameras, e.g., placing the
camera on the vehicle dashboard during transport of prisoners. Officers are directed to notify
individuals with whom they are interacting that the officer is wearing a camera and that the
interaction is being recorded, unless notification could compromise the safety of any person or
impede the investigation.
Public guidance on training and use of BWCs is provided via a link on the NYPD’s website to the
Bureau of Justice Assistance’s Body-Worn Camera Toolkit, which aims to provide law enforcement
agencies with BWC resources, including technical and training assistance. 60

Peter L. Zimroth, Memorandum: Approval of Body-Worn Camera Policies (Apr. 11, 2017),
http://nypdmonitor.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/2017-04-11-Floyd-Ligon-Davis-Monitors-Ltr.-toCourt-Encl.-Memo-re-Approval-of-Policies-for-NYPD-BWC-Pilot-as-filed.pdf.
55 Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
56 Id.
57 Id.
58 See PG § 212-123(1)(c).
59 Id.
60 The Body Worn-Camera Toolkit was created by the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of Justice Programs’
Bureau of Justice Assistance as a resource for law enforcement agencies across the country and around the
world. This toolkit consolidates and translates the developing body of knowledge on BWCs for law
enforcement, criminal justice professionals, advocacy organizations, and community members. For more
54
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NYPD’s BWC Policy Compliance Review Process
The NYPD has instituted processes to ensure compliance with its BWC policy. Currently, the RMB
BWC Unit uses analytical tools to measure the compliance of BWC users by command, in regard to
mandatory recording events, and shares its findings with the command and Department
executives.61 As communicated to the CCRB, the NYPD currently ensures compliance as follows:
The Department has multi-tiered levels of review and engages in self-initiated auditing to
ensure that officers are properly using cameras and recording when required. Sergeants
review a sampling of police officers’ footage on a monthly basis, which is then reviewed by
lieutenants within the command, which is then reviewed by the relevant patrol borough. Once
approved, those documents which contain the reviewed files, are sent back to the BWC Unit
from an executive’s email address, which serves as a digital signature that the files were
reviewed. Upon receiving the files they are logged and reviewed for completeness.
In addition, body-worn camera compliance is analyzed on a larger scale as a compliance
analysis is incorporated into COMPSTAT and from weekly assessments by Risk Management’s
BWC Unit. The Unit will also conduct visits to commands experiencing compliance issues to
reinforce policy and address any procedural questions that arise. The BWC Unit also informs
the commands when it identifies a mandatory activation incident that was not recorded. The
Commanding Officer is mandated to investigate the incident and report back to the BWC Unit
with their findings including disciplinary action taken, if necessary. BWC Unit also informs
commands with their compliance rates over extended periods of time to enable them to track
their overall compliance in increments. 62

information,
see:
Bureau
of
Justice
Assistance,
https://www.bja.gov/bwc/index.html (last visited Apr. 16, 2019).
61 Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
62 Id.
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METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE
While previous BWC studies have largely focused on the effect of BWCs on police departments and
police-civilian encounters,63 this Report looks specifically at the impact of BWCs on police
misconduct investigations and the CCRB in its role as an investigative oversight agency, by
examining:
1. The NYPD’s publicly-available BWC policies, protocols, and training documents;64
2. The CCRB’s BWC policies, protocols, and training; and
3. The CCRB’s cases:
a. To examine the efficiency of the BWC request and receipt process through
conducting a review of all BWC requests made, from the time of the request
to CCRB’s receipt and upload of the requested video;
b. To identify technical and recurring issues pertaining to the NYPD’s BWC
footage and officer use of BWCs; and
c. To examine the impact of BWCs on the CCRB’s investigations and case
outcomes.

See Barak Ariel, William Farrar & Alex Sutherland, The Effect of Police Body-Worn Cameras on Use of Force
and Citizens’ Complaints Against the Police: A Randomized Control Trial 31 J. OF QUANT. CRIMINOLOGY 3 (Sept.
2015); David Yokum, Anita Ravishankar, & Alexander Coppock, Evaluating the Effect of Police Body-Worn
Cameras: A Randomized Control Trial, (The Lab @DC, Working Paper, October 20, 2017); The Impacts of BWC
on Police-Citizen Encounters, Police Proactivity, and Police-Community Relations in Boston: A Randomized
Controlled Trial (School of Criminology and Criminal Justice, Northeastern University, July 27, 2018); Wesley
G. Jennings, Matthew D. Lynch & Lorie A. Fridall, Evaluating the Impact of Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras
(BWCS) on Response-to-Resistance and Serious External Complaints: Evidence From the Orlando Police
Department (OPD) Experience Utilizing a Randomized Controlled Experiment, 43 J. OF CRIM. JUST. 6 (Nov. 2015);
Daniel Trimble, Body Worn Cameras: The Implementation of Both the Police Department’s Rollout of Cameras
and the State’s Attorney’s Office’s Processing of Data for Discovery, 47 U. BALT. L. REV. 379 (Summer 2018); Dave
McClure, et. al., How Body Cameras Affect Community Members’ Perceptions of Police: Results of a RCT of One
Agency’s Pilot (Urban Inst, June 2017); The Denver’s Police Department’s Body Worn Camera Pilot Project: A
Focus on Policy and Lessons Learned, POL’Y HIGHLIGHT (Denver Off. of the Ind. Monitor, Denver, CO) March 2015;
Anthony A. Braga et. al, Criminology: The Effects of Body-Worn Cameras on Police Activity and Police-Citizen
Encounters: A Randomized Controlled Trial, 108 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 511 (Summer 2018); Barak Ariel, et.
al., Contagious Accountability: A Global Multisite Randomized Controlled Trial on the Effect of Police Body-Worn
Cameras on Citizens’ Complaints Against the Police, 44 J. OF CRIM. JUST. AND BEHAVIOR 2 (Feb. 2017); Michael D.
White, Natalie Todak & Janne E. Gaub, Examining Body-Worn Camera Integration and Acceptance Among Police
Officers, Citizens, and External Stakeholders, 17 CRIMINOLOGY AND PUB. POL’Y 3 (2018); Cynthia Lum, et. al.,
Research on Body-Worn Cameras: What We Know, What We Need to Know, 18 CRIMINOLOGY AND PUB. POL’Y 1, 93
(Mar. 24, 2019); David Yokum, Anita Ravishankar, & Alexander Coppock, A Randomized Control Trial Evaluating
the Effects of Police Body-Worn Cameras, 116 PNAS 21 (May 21, 2019); Daniel S. Lawrence & Bryce E. Peterson,
How do Body-Worn Cameras Affect the Amount and Makeup of Police-Initiated Activities? A Randomized
Controlled Trial in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, J. OF EXPERIMENTAL CRIMINOLOGY, (Oct. 26, 2019).
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11292-019-09385-y.
64 Despite repeated requests, the CCRB was provided with only limited access to internal NYPD BWC-related
materials.
63
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To explore these issues, this Report takes two approaches. First, it describes the process by which
the CCRB obtains BWC footage and identifies key gaps in protocol that have led to inefficiency and
error. Second, it analyzes all complaints in which the CCRB requested BWC footage, further
examining those cases in which the Agency received and used such footage in its investigations.
In order to examine the efficiency of the BWC request and receipt process, the CCRB’s Policy and
Advocacy Unit compiled all CCRB complaints in which BWC footage was requested from May 2017
to June 30, 2019 (2019 Q2). Of the 3,961 complaints in which BWC footage was requested as of July
31, 2019, BWC footage was received in 2,033 (51%) complaints. To explain the types of cases in
which BWC footage was received, all 2,033 complaints with BWC footage were included in general
descriptive statistics, including allegation types, and available demographic data available for
complainants and subject officers.
To assess the impact of BWCs on the CCRB’s investigations and case outcomes, the Policy and
Advocacy Unit compiled all CCRB complaints containing BWC footage that were closed between
2017 and June 30, 2019.65 Of the 2,033 complaints where BWC was received, 1,353 (67%)
complaints were closed as of June 30, 2019.66 Of the 1,353 complaints closed, 318 (24%) were full
investigations, 871 (64%) were truncated67 (195, or 22% of cases that were truncated, were closed
pending ongoing litigation involving the complainant/victim),68 111 (8%) went through the
mediation process, and the remainder (53, or 4%) were administratively closed.
The CCRB does not currently record standardized metrics on officer and technical usage issues with
BWC footage—though in response to this review, the Agency is working on better ways to record
this data. Therefore, in order to examine these issues, the Policy and Advocacy Unit conducted
moderated focus groups with CCRB investigators to inquire about their experiences with BWC

65 For calculations

involving the number of BWC requests closed, this Report uses a cutoff period of all requests
made by June 30, 2019, but received by July 31, 2019, which gives the NYPD a more than reasonable turnaround
time of over 30 days to return either BWC footage or a final negative response to a CCRB BWC request. This is
because the key question for these calculations – “What happens after the CCRB requests BWC footage?” – is
prospective. The one-month “buffer” in these calculations also eliminates the overstatement of open requests
that may have been sent at the end of June, and therefore would reasonably not have been received by June 30.
For all other calculations, however, including examinations of Board recommendations, this Report uses a case
closure date of June 30, 2019, since the key question involved – “What happened in complaints in which the
CCRB had received BWC footage, and how does it compare to complaints with no BWC or other video
evidence?” – is retrospective, and no buffer is needed to keep these analyses more accurate.
66 A CCRB complaint can be resolved in a number of ways. The complaint may be fully investigated, mediated,
closed as a truncated investigation, or closed after mediation is attempted. There are also a small number of
miscellaneous closures, which include administratively-closed complaints and complaints in which the subject
officer left the Department before an investigation could be completed.
67 An investigation is truncated when it is closed without a full investigation (generally because the complainant
withdraws the complaint, the complainant is uncooperative or unavailable, or the victim could not be
identified).
68 Prior to Fall 2019, the CCRB did not have a formal policy regarding the treatment of cases where there was
BWC footage available but no verified statement. In light of this Report’s findings, when the investigation has
footage depicting officer conduct with enough clarity and context that, combined with other evidence—such as
officer statements—it is likely to come to a disposition on the merits, the Agency will proceed to a full
investigation even if the civilian(s) involved does not provide a verified statement.
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footage, and asked them to forward for review cases in which 1) they noted technical malfunctions,
2) officers appeared to signal to other officers that BWCs were recording, or 3) BWCs were
apparently turned off prior to the end of an interaction that, under the NYPD’s BWC policy, was
required to be filmed for its duration. The notes from these interviews and a sample of the 2,033
complaints in which BWC footage was received were then thematically and qualitatively reviewed.
Only the 318 fully investigated complaints were included in the analysis of how BWC footage
impacts the outcomes of CCRB investigations.
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FINDINGS
SECTION 1: CCRB PROTOCOLS ON BODY-WORN CAMERA FOOTAGE
How the CCRB Obtains and Analyzes Body-worn Camera (BWC) Footage
The New York City Police Department’s (NYPD) rollout of body-worn cameras (BWC) presents both
an opportunity and a challenge for the work of the Civilian Complaint Review Board (CCRB). With
the recent completion of “Phase 3” of the BWC pilot,69 over 24,000 police officers now have BWCs.
The CCRB expects that the amount of video evidence received by the Agency will continue to rise, as
virtually every CCRB complaint is likely to have some form of video evidence.
Footage from BWCs often improves investigations by helping to definitively resolve complaints on
the merits that might otherwise be closed as unsubstantiated or officer unidentified.70 However, the
increase in the amount of video evidence (in the second half of 2014, the CCRB received 393 video
files of roughly 137 GB, while in the first half of 2018, the CCRB received 2,198 video files of roughly
908 GB—a 563% increase),71 and the extended wait times for BWC footage to be provided by the
NYPD,72 have placed additional stress on the Agency’s investigators, investigation times, and
budget. The CCRB believes that the continued effectiveness of its investigations depends upon the
Agency’s ability to obtain BWC footage relevant to its investigations in a timely manner.
Requests for BWC footage from the CCRB currently comprises a “substantial majority” of the NYPD
BWC Unit’s workload.73 As the NYPD works to complete its rollout of BWCs, the CCRB will continue
its work with the Department to streamline the methods by which it receives and processes BWC
Oversight - NYPD’s Roll-Out of Body Worn Cameras, NYC Council Committee on Public Safety, (Nov. 18, 2019)
(statement of Oleg Chernyavsky, NYPD Ass’t Deputy Commissioner of Legal Matters),
https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/MeetingDetail.aspx?ID=735835&GUID=84D658B7-4202-487F-877FBB05006147ED&Options=&Search=.
70 Allegations that are fully investigated by the CCRB generally result in one of five outcomes: 1) An allegation
is substantiated if the alleged conduct is found to have occurred and be improper based on a preponderance of
the evidence; 2) An allegation is exonerated if the alleged conduct is found to have occurred but was not found
to be improper by a preponderance of the evidence; 3) An allegation is unfounded if the alleged conduct is
found not to have occurred by a preponderance of the evidence; 4) An allegation is closed as officer unidentified
if the CCRB was unable to identify any of the officers accused of misconduct; and 5) An allegation is
unsubstantiated if there is not enough evidence to determine whether or not misconduct occurred by a
preponderance of the evidence.
71 Memorandum from Olas Carayannis, CCRB Director of Quality Assurance and Improvement to the Members
of
the
CCRB
Board
on
Investigations
Divisions
Benchmarks
(Oct.
10,
2018),
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/ccrb/downloads/pdf/about_pdf/board/20181010_boardmtg_investigationsb
enchmarks.pdf .
72 Memorandum from Olas Carayannis, CCRB Director of Quality Assurance and Improvement to the Members
of the CCRB Board on BWC and Document Request Issues with the NYPD (July 5, 2019),
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/ccrb/downloads/pdf/about_pdf/board/20190710_boardmtg_BWC_memo.pdf
. See also Yasmeen Khan, More Than a Third of Police Misconduct Investigations Waiting for Body Camera
Footage, WNYC (June 17, 2019), https://www.gothamist.com/2019/06/17/ccrb_body_camera_videos.php.
73 Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
69
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footage. In a joint effort between the agencies, the CCRB and NYPD signed a memorandum of
understanding (BWC MOU) aimed at improving the CCRB’s access to BWC footage in November
2019.74 Under the terms of the BWC MOU, the NYPD will establish a facility at which CCRB
investigators can search and review BWC footage directly. The new facility will include a minimum
of 10 secure computer terminals where NYPD and CCRB representatives will simultaneously
oversee and execute search requests for video. Upon identifying and reviewing footage relevant to a
CCRB investigation, an investigator may request a copy of the footage from the NYPD’s Legal
Bureau. Under the terms of the agreement, the Legal Bureau must fulfill all requests, including
requests for footage that require redactions, within 25 business days.75 The CCRB also will work to
monitor the MOU’s implementation.
Until the facility is established pursuant to the BWC MOU, the CCRB will continue to access BWC
footage as follows:
1. If a misconduct complaint stems from a precinct in which BWCs have been deployed, the
CCRB investigator will submit a records request to the CCRB’s NYPD Liaison Unit, which
coordinates and tracks all requests for BWC footage.
2. The NYPD Liaison Unit forwards the request to both the Internal Affairs Bureau (IAB) of
the NYPD, which logs the request, and the NYPD Legal Bureau (Legal),76 which is
responsible for approving the request and locating the footage.
3. After Legal receives the request, it searches for relevant BWC footage. If BWC footage is
recovered, Legal reviews the video to determine whether there is a legal basis to withhold
the video evidence. If, for instance, the footage is of a sealed arrest or depicts juveniles,
Legal will alert IAB that the video cannot be released without the CCRB providing a signed
release from the civilians involved.
4. Once Legal determines the footage can be released to the CCRB, authorization is given to
IAB to release the video. The video is then sent to IAB with a BWC receipt containing the
names and tax IDs of the officers associated with the record request, the corresponding
video file names, and video size. On some occasions, the video receipt will also include the
search terms and tags used by Legal to identify the footage. IAB then sends an email to the
CCRB with either a Vievu Solution or Evidence.com link to the BWC footage, and a copy of
the BWC receipt.

BWC MOU, supra note 4.
In a communication with the CCRB on January 13, 2020, the NYPD’s Legal Bureau stated that: “The
Department will honor the requests within enumerated time periods, subject to the terms of the MOU.” Legal
Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
76 The NYPD Legal Bureau’s BWC Unit is responsible for responding to requests for BWC footage from
government agencies and the public through FOIL requests. The BWC Unit searches, locates, reviews all
responsive footage, and makes all redactions. Id.
74
75
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5. The CCRB’s NYPD Liaison Unit then downloads the footage and places the video and BWC
receipt in a temporary storage area on the CCRB’s network.77
6. The assigned investigator reviews the footage, determines if it is a complete accounting of
the footage related to the case, and saves the footage in the CCRB’s Complaint Tracking
System. If an investigator determines that there is additional footage of the incident that
was not covered in the initial request, or finds evidence suggesting that the BWC Unit’s
search may have resulted in a false negative, the CCRB investigator must submit a new
request specifying the additional BWC footage that is needed.
The CCRB will continue to work with the New York City’s Mayor’s Office and the City Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) to address the challenges posed by BWC storage capacity and
associated costs—an issue for police oversight agencies worldwide.

Receipt of BWC Footage
Between May 2017 and June 30, 2019, the CCRB requested BWC footage in 3,961 complaints, of
which 328 still had outstanding requests as of July 31, 2019.78 Of the 4,413 BWC requests made in
these 3,961 complaints, 1,964 returned a negative search result,79 2,182 returned a positive result,
and 267 requests were still open as of July 31, 2019. In 377 complaints in which BWC requests
were made (9.5%), multiple requests for BWC footage were required—representing, amongst other
factors, the identification of additional officers, false negatives, and requests for more information.80

77 According to an attorney with the

NYPD’s BWC Unit, by the end of 2020, the NYPD estimates that all MOS will
use Axon BWC's and all BWC footage will be stored on Evidence.com.
78 See footnote 65 for an explanation of time frames for analysis.
79 A negative search result for one request may have been followed by another request if the CCRB later learned
during the course of the investigation that BWC indeed existed for the incident in question.
80 False negatives and requests for more information are discussed in detail in Section II of the report on page
53.
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Figure 03: Average Number of Business Days to Receive BWC Footage or a Final Negative
Search Result

For requests made in 2018 Q4, it took an average of 20 business days to receive the BWC footage, a
response that no footage was found, or a response that the footage was not being provided by the
NYPD.81 For requests made by June 30, 2019 (2019 Q2) and closed by July 31, 2019, that number
jumped to an average of 42 business days when the CCRB received BWC footage, and 37 business
days for the NYPD to tell the CCRB that either no footage existed or that the request for footage was
denied (Fig. 03).82
Due to the 267 open requests that remained unfulfilled in Q2 2019, the average number of days to receive a
response from NYPD is calculated with a smaller raw number of completed requests in Q2 2019 compared with
prior quarters. It is impossible to know what the average number of days to receive a response from NYPD
would have been for requests closed in Q2 2019 had the NYPD fulfilled all or most of the requests that were
still open as of July 31, 2019.
82 The data in Figure 3 is calculated by the quarter in which the CCRB initially requested the footage.
81
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Figure 04: Individual BWC Request Close Times and Requests Still Open as of June 30, 2019
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During the first three quarters of 2019, the CCRB saw an increase in the amount of time taken to
receive BWC footage. As seen in Fig. 04, in the first three quarters of 2018, on average, the vast
majority of BWC requests (upwards of 96%) were closed within 20 business days. In 2018 Q4, the
percentage of BWC requests closed within 20 days declined to 86%, and in 2019 Q1, the percentage
of BWC requests closed within 20 days fell sharply to 43%. Between 2018 Q4 and 2019 Q1, the
percentage of requests closed after 20 business days rose from 10% to 52%. Between 2019 Q1 and
2019 Q2, the number of open BWC requests made before June 30, 2019 and still open as of July 31,
2019, jumped from 5% to 24%.
Looking specifically at 2019 Q2 (Fig. 04), only 1.7% of BWC requests were closed within 20
business days. In April 2019, 93.1% of all BWC requests remained open for 20 or more business
days; 6.9% of BWC requests were still pending at the end of July 2019. Over 14.4% of all May 2019
BWC requests and 49.7% of all June BWC requests remained pending as of July 31, 2019, reflecting
the steadily increasing wait time for BWC footage.
The NYPD attributed the backlog of response to the CCRB’s BWC requests to litigation impacting
the release of BWC videos.83 The NYPD noted that in 2018, an injunction obtained by the New York
Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association prevented the release of BWC footage to the public without a
court order. 84 During this time-period, “CCRB requests were prioritized, given nearly undivided
attention, and fulfilled well within 20 business days.”85
In February 2019,86 the appellate court held that BWC footage was not a personnel record
considered confidential under Civil Rights Law § 50-a,87 allowing edited versions of BWC footage to
be released to the public without a court hearing. The Court, in coming to its conclusion, stated that
to withhold BWC recordings, “would defeat the purpose of the body-worn-camera program to
promote increased transparency and public accountability.”88 According to the NYPD, upon the
lifting of the injunction, the BWC Unit “had to address a significant accumulation of over 1,000 FOIL
requests that were previously prohibited from release and sitting unfulfilled for nearly nine
months. As a foreseeable consequence, processing times for all requests, including those from the

Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
Matter of Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association of the City of N.Y., Inc. v. De Blasio, 169 A.D. 3d 518 (2019).
85 Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
86 Matter of Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association of the City of N.Y., Inc., 169 A.D. 3d 518.
87 New York State Civil Rights Law § 50-a, available at https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws/CVR/50-A.
88 Matter of Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association of the City of N.Y., Inc. v. De Blasio, 94 N.Y.S.3d 52, 55 (2019); see
also N.Y. Lawyers for the Pub. Interest v. N.Y.C. Police Dep't, 103 N.Y.S.3d 275 (2019), where the court ordered
the NYPD to provide access to the full, unredacted BWC footage of a 2017 shooting in the Bronx. In coming to
its determination, the court reiterated the role of BWC in promoting police accountability, writing that “the
stated objectives of the BWC pilot program is to promote transparency, accountability, and public trustbuilding and to provide a contemporaneous, objective record of the encounters between the public and the
police.”
83
84
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CCRB, did increase when compared to the delivery times that existed while the injunction was in
place.”89
The BWC MOU90 is the first step toward addressing this backlog. Under the terms of the new
agreement, the NYPD must honor all requests, including requests for footage that require
redactions within 25 days. Absent exceptional circumstances, BWC videos not requiring redaction
shall be provided to the CCRB within ten business days. 91 The CCRB believes that the reduction of
steps that the CCRB must undertake to gain access to BWC footage will significantly decrease the
turnaround time for CCRB requests and ultimately allow for better police oversight.

Access to BWC Footage
During the first three quarters of 2019, fluctuations in the NYPD’s BWC access policy led to an
increasing number of situations where BWC footage was redacted or denied. Of the 2,033 total
complaints containing BWC footage, 874 (43%) returned redacted video footage (Fig. 05), with a
noticeable rise in the amount of redacted BWC footage received over the past year. Whereas
between 2017 Q2 and 2018 Q2, redacted footage received each quarter ranged from zero to 17%, in
2018 Q4, redacted footage comprised 42% of all BWC footage received. This number has increased
steadily through 2019, with redacted video now making up over half of all BWC footage the Agency
receives. In the second quarter of 2019, redacted video comprised 63% of all BWC footage
received.

Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
BWC MOU, supra note 4.
91 Id. at § III(2).
89
90
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Figure 05: Percent of Complaints with BWC Containing at Least One Redacted Video

BWC footage received by the CCRB is redacted by Legal for several reasons, including the presence
of digital records, paper records, individuals with sealed arrests, prisoners, and minors. While BWC
receipts accompanying videos have often noted if the BWC footage was redacted, but on multiple
occasions the CCRB was not notified of the redactions or provided an explanation for the
redactions.
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During the first three quarters of 2019, BWC requests were also increasingly denied on statutory
grounds, including New York Civil Rights Law § 50-b,92 New York Social Services Law § 473,93 and
New York Family Court Act § 166.94 The Agency also saw an increase in the NYPD’s reliance on the
decision in R.C. v. City of New York95 as the basis for denying CCRB access to BWC footage pertaining
to sealed arrests under Criminal Procedure Law §§ 160.50 and 160.55,96 which both require that
“all official records and papers . . . relating to the arrest or prosecution . . . be sealed and not made
available to any person or public or private agency,”97 despite the fact that the footage was not
being used for a law enforcement purpose.
Restrictions in gaining access to BWC footage can significantly compromise the integrity of CCRB’s
investigations and negatively impact the use and effectiveness of BWCs for oversight. As such, in
2019, the Agency worked with the NYPD to address concerns around the Agency’s ability to
investigate complaints in a timely and thorough manner.
The BWC MOU takes steps to address the Agency’s concerns around access to BWC video. Under the
agreement, the CCRB will work with its Intake Unit to update its internal policies and scripted
language so that CCRB employees accepting complaints via telephone, in-person, or otherwise may
seek a verbal waiver/consent from complainants for recordings that the NYPD might otherwise
withhold pursuant to Criminal Procedure Law §§ 160.50/160.55, Family Court Act §§ 375.1, 375.2,
Civil Rights Law § 50-b, or because the recordings depict a juvenile.98
The CCRB will also, at secure terminals, be able to review videos that are not redacted, clipped,
edited, deleted, or altered in any way. Upon identifying applicable footage, investigators may
request a copy of the video footage from the NYPD’s Legal Bureau. If all or any portion of the
requested footage is redacted, clipped, altered, or deleted in any way, the changes must be specified
in writing by the NYPD along with an explanation and rationale, and specific citation to the statute
and/or legal provision relied upon, if applicable.
Under the BWC MOU, the entirety of the requested BWC footage shall be provided, subject to the
following provisions: 99

New York Civil Rights Law § 50-b. Right of privacy; victims of sex offenses or offenses involving the
transmission
of
the
human
immunodeficiency
virus.
For
more
information:
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws/CVR/50-B.
93
New York State Social Services Law § 473 Protective Services. For more information:
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws/SOS/473
94 New York Family Court Act § 166 states that: The records of any proceeding in the family court shall not be
open to indiscriminate public inspection. https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws/FCT/166.
95 R.C. v. City of N.Y., 64 Misc. 3d 368 (2019) (holding that the plain language of N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law §§ 160.50
and 160.55 prohibits the NYPD from using sealed arrest information in its possession for law enforcement
purposes without first obtaining court permission).
96 The CCRB does not believe that CPL §§ 160.50 and 160.55 cover BWC footage, and the R.C. decision does not
provide otherwise because the footage is not being used for a law enforcement purpose.
97 N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law §§ 160.50(1)(c); 160.55(1)(c).
98 “The NYPD shares the CCRB’s optimism in obtaining waiver and consent from affected complainants in order
to streamline the sharing of information.” Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
99 BWC MOU, supra note 4 at § III(3)(b-d).
92
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•

•

•

NYPD may redact and/or clip BWC footage according to the following considerations:
o Medical treatment being provided to any private citizen or UMOS.
o Any NYPD computer, mobile data terminal, cell phone, or other equipment depicting:
(a) confidential databases or other (b) confidential information.
o Any UMOS cell phone depicting personal photos, phone numbers or social media
accounts unrelated to the investigation.
o Any key pad code entries for Department facilities.
o Protecting the identity of any undercover officer or confidential informant. In cases
where an undercover officer’s image is redacted, NYPD will inform CCRB of the
individual’s UC Number.
For recordings related to cases sealed pursuant to Criminal Procedure Law §§ 160.50/160.55
or Family Court Act §§ 375.1, 375.2, recordings containing the identity of the victim of a sex
crime pursuant to Civil Rights Law § 50-b, or recordings depicting a juvenile questioned or
detained by the Department, if the CCRB does not have a release from the individual(s) whose
case has been sealed, from the victim(s) of the sex crime, or the parent/guardian of the
juvenile, the NYPD will blur the faces and redact the audio of all personally identifying
information such as name, date of birth, and address, as well as the audio of any admission of a
sex offense pursuant to CRL 50-b of the individual(s) from whom the CCRB has not obtained
consent or a release.
NYPD shall not refuse to disclose or delay disclosure of footage on the ground that it is
conducting a concurrent or parallel investigation, except for those investigations being
conducted by the Force Investigation Division and other sensitive force investigations not
being conducted by FID. Notwithstanding, upon the conclusion of the investigation, the BWC
footage will be shared with CCRB.

If the CCRB disagrees with the NYPD’s denial, redaction, or clipping of requested BWC video, the
parties shall confer to try to resolve the dispute.
The CCRB believes that addressing the backlog of BWC videos and ensuring access to all videos
relevant to a case under investigation is important to promoting transparency in oversight. Greater
access to BWC videos will lead to more thorough CCRB investigations and prosecutions, which are
vital to solidifying the public’s confidence in the Agency’s work and to ensuring that the mission of
the BWC program—oversight of the NYPD—is upheld.

BWC and CCRB Investigations
The exponential increase in the amount of BWC recordings received by the CCRB, as well as delays
in obtaining footage, have led to a corresponding increase in case times and docket sizes as CCRB
investigators work to complete more investigative tasks. Though in the future100 investigators will
be able to view unedited BWC footage from a secure room, currently, upon receipt of a case, the
CCRB investigator consults the NYPD’s BWC deployment roster and requests video footage if the
officer has been issued a BWC. Once video evidence is obtained, it is analyzed in conjunction with
100

BWC MOU, supra note 4.
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other evidence in the case. Video analysis allows the investigator to identify other possible victims
and witnesses, including other officers who also may have BWC footage of the incident. Some video
evidence requires processing through video analysis software to analyze the meta-data, link and
synchronize videos from different sources, and enhance the images. Investigators also prepare
video evidence for the Board to review, which requires clipping and providing explanatory notes.
Under CCRB policy, investigators are required to plead all misconduct pertaining to the incident
depicted on the video. Where the investigation has footage depicting officer conduct with enough
clarity and context that, combined with other evidence such as officer statements, it is likely to
reach a disposition on the merits, the Agency will proceed to a full investigation even if the civilians
involved do not provide a verified statement.101 Under the BWC MOU, where an investigator
recognizes or believes they have observed potential NYPD misconduct unrelated to the incident
under investigation, the alleged misconduct will be referred to IAB.102
Pursuant to the Patrol Guide,103 officers can view their BWC video prior to making a statement to
IAB. The Department applies this same rule to CCRB cases. Thus, for cases where BWC footage is
identified, investigators may only schedule officers for interviews after video footage is received
and/or reviewed.
Sometimes investigators show relevant BWC footage to officers at the conclusion of their CCRB
interview in order to:
1. offer them an opportunity to explain a perceived inconsistency between the video
evidence and statements made during the interview;
2. gain insight as to what the video depicts and how it relates to their statement;
3. have the officer identify other officers or civilians;
4. address an allegation captured on the footage that the officer did not address during the
interview; or
5. gain insight as to what the video does not depict, what is happening outside the frame,
etc.
Likewise, when available and appropriate, CCRB investigators may, after receiving the civilian’s
verified statement, show civilians BWC footage to establish a foundation for evidence, refresh
memory, assist in identification or clarification, or address any inconsistencies.

Prior to fall 2019, the CCRB did not have a formal policy regarding the treatment of cases where there was
BWC footage available but no verified statement. In light of this Report’s findings, when the investigation has
footage depicting officer conduct with enough clarity and context that, combined with other evidence—such as
officer statements—it is likely to come to a disposition on the merits, the Agency will proceed to a full
investigation even if the civilian(s) involved do not provide a verified statement.
102 BWC MOU, supra note 4, § II(7)(a).
103 PG §212-123(18)(c).
101
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Retention of Video Files and NYPD BWC Footage
The CCRB currently retains video segments that are deemed relevant to a particular case after
review by the investigator and at least one investigative supervisor. Relevance is based on whether
the video helps determine the case on its merits. The Agency retains all video files and BWC footage
deemed relevant for a period of at least seven years.
At present, the CCRB stores its BWC footage in-house and access to all video footage requires a
system user ID and password that are separate and unique to all individual programs and users.
Although in the future, under the BWC MOU, the CCRB will also be able to view BWC from a secure
viewing room prior to requesting video footage,104 the Agency will continue to retain BWC footage
deemed relevant to a case. The CCRB is working with NYC Cyber to enhance security methods for
this data, including encryption.
One of the most oft-discussed concerns surrounding BWCs pertains to its associated costs.105 In its
2018 cost-benefit analysis of BWCs, the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) found that the
financing of BWC programs involved “substantial” costs, due not only to initial up-front expenses
(e.g., purchasing BWC-related equipment), but extensive long-term expenses that include: 1)
storage costs that could require the purchase of new equipment or a subscription to a cloud-based
storage solution; 2) personnel costs associated with maintaining, sharing and reviewing video data;
and 3) the administrative costs of operating a BWC program, including contracts, equipment, and
personnel. 106 PERF also estimated that video data storage alone could cost law enforcement
agencies up to $4,000,000 per year for large agencies and up to $50,000 for small agencies. 107

BWC MOU, supra note 4.
See e.g., Abi Dymond & Matthew Hickman, Body-Worn Cameras, Use of Force and Police-Civilian Interactions,
12 POLICING 1, 1 (2017); Jason Kotowski, Money, Storage Primary Obstacles in Police Body Camera
Implementation,
THE
BAKERSFIELD
CALIFORNIAN,
March
8,
2016,
available
at:
http://www.govtech.com/em/safety/Police-Body-Cam-Installation.html; Roberto Torres, The Biggest Hurdle
for the Police Department’s Body Worn Camera Program is in the Cloud, TECHNICAL.LY, March 14, 2017, available
at: https://technical.ly/philly/2017/03/14/body-camera-program-cloud-storage-costs/; Police Executive
Research Forum (PERF), Costs and Benefits of Body-Worn Camera Deployments (April 2018), available at:
https://www.policeforum.org/assets/BWCCostBenefit.pdf.
106 PERF researchers conducted a qualitative case study to gather information about the costs of BWCs. The
three sites selected were Mesa and Phoenix, AZ and Dallas, TX. In calculating the costs of BWC programs, PERF
researchers looked at: the purchase price of cameras and controllers, camera maintenance costs, data storage
costs, costs of reviewing and tagging film of incidents recorded on the cameras, costs of staff time administering
the body camera program, cost of IT staff time involved in supporting the camera program, and costs of
responding to FOIA requests. Due to the potential variability of calculations, researchers were unable to project
costs for full BWC deployment. See Police Executive Research Forum, Costs and Benefits of Body-Worn Camera
Deployments (April 2018) at 16, available at: https://www.policeforum.org/assets/BWCCostBenefit.pdf.
107 For large agencies containing 250+ sworn officers, the maximum agency cost for BWC storage was
$4,000,000 and median agency cost was $29,450. For small agencies containing less than 250 sworn officers,
the maximum agency cost for BWC storage was $50,000 and median agency cost was $500. Id. at 30.
104
105
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Concerns about BWC costs were recently addressed in a Washington Post (Post) article focusing on
the impact of high BWC costs on law enforcement agencies.108 The Post found that a number of
police departments in small jurisdictions, including Madison, WI and Arlington County, VA, were
“dropping or delaying their programs, finding it too expensive to store and manage the thousands
of hours of footage.” The Post also highlighted that two district attorneys’ offices—Wayne County,
MI (which covers Detroit) and Virginia Beach Commonwealth—had increased their budgets to
accommodate personnel costs associated with storing, prepping, and reviewing BWC recordings.109
In 2018, the Commonwealth of Virginia’s Compensation Board assembled a working group to study
the impact of BWCs on the workload in the Commonwealth’s Attorneys’ offices.110 It found that
BWCs significantly impacted existing workload factors, staffing, and change factors. It
recommended a “minimum staffing requirement” of one attorney position for every 75 BWCs—a
total of 102 new attorneys and 57 paralegal and administrative positions statewide.111 The Virginia
Beach Commonwealth subsequently announced it would hire 14 additional employees to “handle
the added workload” brought on by BWCs.112
The CCRB is working with OMB to support the long-term needs of the Agency and address
personnel costs associated with the ever-increasing amount of BWC footage reviewed during the
investigative process.

Kimberly Kindy, Some U.S. Police Departments Dump Body-Camera Programs Amid High Costs, WASHINGTON
POST (Jan. 21, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/some-us-police-departments-dump-bodycamera-programs-amid-high-costs/2019/01/21/991f0e66-03ad-11e9-b6a90aa5c2fcc9e4_story.html?utm_term=.cda034114336.
109 Id.
110 Compensation Board, Report to the General Assembly: Workgroup Study of the Impact of Body Worn Cameras
on
Workload
in
Commonwealth’s
Attorneys’
Offices
(Dec.
1,
2018),
available
at
https://rga.lis.virginia.gov/Published/2019/RD68/PDF.
111 Id. at p. 20.
112 Id.
108
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Figure 06: Estimated BWC Storage Costs, Fiscal Year 2016-2022

From the beginning of the BWC program through June 30, 2019, the CCRB received approximately
2.1885 TB of BWC footage. This number has been increasing at a consistent and exponential rate.
The Agency estimates that after Fiscal Year (FY) 2020, BWC storage will grow at a rate of 50% per
year, with BWC storage costs alone rising to $144,000 per year by FY2024 (Fig. 06).113

113

Cost estimates are based on current commercial storage rates.
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Forensic Video Analysis
To address the growing amount of video footage received by the Agency, in Fall 2017, senior
investigators underwent a two-day training course focused specifically on video examinations
relating to use of force, motion, timing, image refresh rate reliability, and the interpretation of
police body-worn and in-car video systems. In October 2018, CCRB investigators, members of the
Training Unit, and Administrative Prosecution Unit attorneys participated in a similar two-day
training on forensic video analysis, conducted by Occam Video Solutions, a digital video analysis
company.114 The CCRB also hired additional employees in the Agency’s NYPD Liaison Unit to assist
in the timely acquisition of BWC footage and other NYPD-owned video sources.
In 2018, the CCRB acquired licenses for iNPUT-ACE Video Analysis Software, a multimedia
workflow engine for police investigators that assists in streamlining the analysis and processing of
video evidence.115 In early 2019, the Agency completed a full rollout of iNPUT-ACE.
Prior to the implementation of the BWC MOU, CCRB staff will also obtain training from both the
Vievu Solution and Axon Evidence.com system’s vendor. This training will allow CCRB staff to
better identify and review BWC footage on the NYPD’s BWC platforms.116

CCRB Policy: Improper Use of Body-Worn Cameras
Prior to April 2018, the CCRB did not have a formal policy regarding the reporting of improper use
of BWCs by members of service, though Investigative Managers could, at their discretion, request
that a letter be sent to the NYPD’s Risk Management Bureau (RMB) notifying it of the improper
usage. In April 2018, after extensive conversations with investigators and affiliates at the NYPD, the
CCRB implemented a process for reporting instances of improper use of BWCs, as outlined in PG §
212.123,117 to the NYPD as “Other Misconduct Noted” (OMN).118
Under current Agency policy, the investigator recommends that the Board issue an OMN when an
investigator determines that an officer who has been issued a BWC for at least 90 days before the
incident119 failed to turn on the device at the start of the tour, failed to activate the BWC during a

Forensic Video Solutions, Home Page, https://www.forensicvideosolutions.com/ (last visited June 18,
2019).
115 iNPUT-ACE, Home Page, https://input-ace.com/ (last visited September 20, 2018).
116 BWC MOU, supra note 4, § I(6).
117 See PG §212-123.
118 Where a CCRB investigation reveals evidence of possible misconduct that falls outside of the CCRB’s
jurisdiction, as defined in Chapter 18-A § 440 (c)(1) of the New York City Charter, the Board notes the “other
misconduct,” and reports it to the NYPD for further investigation. OMN allegations should not be confused with
allegations of corruption or potential criminal conduct, which are referred to the Internal Affairs Bureau.
119 The CCRB’s 90-day policy was created as the result of negotiations with the NYPD. Currently, the CCRB
provides all officers a 90-day grace period from the date of BWC assignment to acclimate to their cameras. After
the 90-days, the CCRB may issue an OMN for “Improper Use of BWC.” The 90-day period parallels the NYPD’s
90-day BWC grace period. Investigators currently calculate the date of BWC assignment from the BWC
114
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mandatory event when it was feasible and safe to do so, or terminated the activation before an
incident had concluded. Where an officer has committed the same misconduct, but has been issued
a BWC for less than 90 days before the incident, the CCRB will send a RMB letter.120 Between April
2018 and June 30, 2019, the CCRB issued 53 BWC-related OMN allegations for 51 unique officers
and drafted two RMB letters for two individual officers.
In order to enforce this policy uniformly, the CCRB began working with the NYPD to streamline the
process for identifying an officer’s BWC issue date. In summer 2019, the Agency also updated its
internal guidelines to clarify when OMN allegations and RMB letters should be issued to avoid any
potential confusion among CCRB investigators.

deployment rosters provided weekly by the NYPD. The 90-day grace period does not apply to FADO allegations;
it applies only to non-FADO Patrol Guide violations.
120 RMB letters are a mechanism by which the CCRB alerts the NYPD's Risk Management Bureau to issues
outside of the CCRB's jurisdiction that are not necessarily actionable misconduct, but reflect concerning
behavior that the NYPD should monitor.
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SECTION 2: BWC FOOTAGE RECEIVED
Analysis of CCRB Data on BWC Requests
On May 23, 2017, the CCRB submitted its first BWC request. On June 14, 2017, the Agency received
its first BWC footage from the NYPD, comprising 1.64GB of video footage. As seen in Fig. 07,
between May 23, 2017 and June 30, 2019, the CCRB submitted a total of 4,413 BWC requests for
3,961 unique complaints. Of these 3,961 complaints, the CCRB received BWC footage for 2,033
complaints by July 31, 2019.
The number of BWC requests has sharply increased, reflecting the full NYPD rollout of BWCs to
include all uniformed members of service (MOS) on patrol assignments. In 2017, the CCRB made
only 166 requests for BWC footage. In 2018, that number increased to 1,883. In just the first half of
2019, the CCRB made 1,913 requests for BWC footage.
Between 2017 Q2 and 2019 Q1, the number of requests returning BWC footage also showed a
steady increase as the number of BWCs deployed by the NYPD increased. For complaints with
initial BWC requests made in 2019 Q2 and closed by July 31, 2019,121 however, the CCRB had only
received BWC footage in 48% of complaints, reflecting both the NYPD’s backlog in fulfilling BWC
requests and its increasing practice of refusing to provide the CCRB with BWC footage in some
complaints (Fig. 07). 122

See footnote 65 for an explanation of the time frames used in the calculations in this Report.
The majority of complaints in which BWC footage was requested but none was received reflects incidents
for which no BWC was found following a search by NYPD’s BWC Unit, but also includes complaints in which the
NYPD refused to turn over the BWC footage due to legal reasons or open investigations. Given that the CCRB is
not conducting its own searches, it is impossible to know how many searches that fail to uncover BWC footage
in fact have no BWC footage available for the incident (i.e. how many negative responses are “true negatives”).
121
122
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Figure 07. BWC Footage Requested and Received by Complaint
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Geographic Dispersion of Complaints with BWC
Figure 08. Heat Map of BWC Received by Precinct, 2017-2019 Q2
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As seen in the map in Fig. 08,123 between 2017 and 2019 Q2, the largest number of complaints with
BWC received by the CCRB stemmed from the 75th Precinct in Brooklyn (which serves the East New
York and Cypress Hill neighborhoods). This, in part, reflects the Agency’s general complaint pattern,
which in 2018 found that the 75th precinct generated the highest number of complaints.124 Between
January 2015 and June 2018, the 75th Precinct also received the largest number of lawsuits against
police officers citywide.125

Due to the NYPD’s phased rollout, these data points do not necessarily represent rates of misconduct or
complaints of misconduct in these precincts. As in all CCRB’s reports, these are provided as descriptive data
only. No statistical comparisons have been drawn that can indicate statistical significance or any other patterns.
124
CCRB,
Annual
Report
2018
(2019),
available
at
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/ccrb/downloads/pdf/policy_pdf/annual_biannual/2018CCRB_AnnualReport.pdf.
125 Noah Goldberg, More Than 50 Brooklyn Cops Have Been Sued at Least Four Times, Data Shows, BROOKLYN
DAILY EAGLE (Apr. 8, 2019), https://brooklyneagle.com/articles/2019/04/08/david-grieco-bulletheadlawsuits/, (citing CAPSTAT: NYC Federal Civil Rights Lawsuit Data, 2015 to 2018, https://www.capstat.nyc/).
123
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Figure 09. Complaints Received by Command in which BWC Footage Was Obtained, 2017 –
2019 Q2
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Looking at the breakdown of BWC recordings received by command in Fig. 09,126 the CCRB received
87 videos from the 75th Precinct between 2017 and 2019 Q2, followed by 77 videos from the 44th
precinct in the Bronx (which serves the southwest portion of the Bronx, including Grand Concourse,
Bronx Terminal Market, and Yankee Stadium), and 58 videos from the 67th Precinct in Brooklyn
(which serves East Flatbush and Remsen). These precincts were among the earliest commands to
roll out BWCs. The 47th Precinct received BWC training in August 2017, the 67th Precinct in
November 2017, and the 75th Precinct in January 2018. All three precincts had deployed BWCs by
early 2018.

Due to the NYPD’s phased rollout, these data points do not necessarily represent rates of misconduct or
complaints of misconduct in these precincts. As in all CCRB’s reports, these are provided as descriptive data
only. No statistical comparisons have been drawn that can indicate statistical significance or any other patterns.
126
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BWC Received by Allegation
Figure 10. BWC Received by Allegation, 2017 – 2019 Q2
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Abuse of Authority
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When a complaint is filed, the claims against the officer are considered allegations. An individual
complaint may contain multiple allegations against one or more officers. As the investigation
continues, different allegations may be revealed. Fig. 10127 displays the specific type of suballegations within each FADO category where BWC footage was received. In the Force category,
BWC footage was most commonly received for allegations with the designation of “Physical force.”
In the Discourtesy category, BWC footage was overwhelmingly received for allegations with the
designation of “Word” (e.g., profanity). These findings reflect the CCRB’s general complaint pattern,
which found that from 2017 to 2019 Q2, “Physical force” accounted for 76% of all the Force
category allegations, and Discourtesy “Word” accounted for 86% of all the Discourtesy
allegations.128

Due to the NYPD’s phased rollout, these data points do not necessarily represent rates of misconduct or
complaints of misconduct in these precincts. As in all CCRB’s reports, these are provided as descriptive data
only. No statistical comparisons have been drawn that can indicate statistical significance or any other patterns.
128
CCRB,
Annual
Report
2018
(2019),
available
at
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/ccrb/downloads/pdf/policy_pdf/annual_biannual/2018CCRB_AnnualReport.pdf.
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Complainant Demographics
Figure 11. Complainant Demographics for BWC Received, 2017 – 2019 Q2

As shown in Fig. 11,129 individuals who self-identified as Black made up over half of the alleged
victims in complaints with BWC footage (53.9%), followed by individuals who identified as
Hispanic (27.7%). The racial breakdown of complainants in cases with BWC footage are
comparable to those in all CCRB complaints for the same time period.
As in all CCRB’s reports, demographic data for complainants and subject officers is provided as descriptive
data only. No statistical comparisons have been drawn that can indicate statistical significance or any other
patterns.
129
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Subject Officer Demographics
Figure 12. Subject Officer Demographics for BWC Received

The racial makeup of officers who were the subject of CCRB complaints containing BWC footage
largely reflects the demographic composition of the NYPD as a whole, and is comparable to that of
all CCRB complaints in the same time period (Fig. 12).130 Between 2017 and 2019 Q2, white officers
accounted for 47.7% of the subject officers in CCRB complaints with BWC video and 49.6% of the
NYPD as a whole.131
As in all CCRB’s reports, demographic data for complainants and subject officers is provided as descriptive
data only. No statistical comparisons have been drawn that can indicate statistical significance or any other
patterns.
131 Id. at21.
130
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False Negatives
As previously discussed, there are situations in which the CCRB will receive a false negative
response from the NYPD when asking for BWC footage. The CCRB categorizes false negatives as
instances where a BWC request is returned as having no responsive footage, but existing BWC
footage is later identified. False negatives may arise due to BWC requests providing limited or
incomplete information, the completeness of search criteria used by the NYPD to identify BWC
footage, or human error.
The Patrol Guide132 provides instruction for the documentation of BWC footage. MOS are instructed
to “categorize” or “tag” BWC videos in the NYPD’s video management system based on the “nature
of the event” using an “Edit Details” feature. While the default category for BWC video is
“uncategorized,” officers may select a more specific case category from a drop-down list of (1)
arrest, (2) homicide, (3) summons, or (4) investigative encounter. After selecting a category,
officers are then instructed to “select all applicable ‘tags’ from the dropdown list provided,” as well
as include any arrest or stop report information. When a CCRB request is made for BWC footage,
the BWC Unit searches for relevant footage by reviewing the applicable tags and arrest/stop
information, as well as a limited number of search terms,133 against the information provided in the
CCRB request.
In 2017, the CCRB found that many false negatives were the result of BWC requests that contained
limited or incomplete information pertaining to an incident. As a result, the NYPD oftentimes
requested more information, which included clarifications on incident dates, precinct information,
or vague language. In the spring of 2018, in an effort to decrease the number of requests for which
the NYPD had to request more information in order to locate BWC footage—and the subsequent
need for the investigator to re-request the video—the CCRB created a BWC request template for all
investigators to use. This template asked for all available information, including: incident date and
time, officers, incident type, outcome, related paperwork, civilians, locations, and any available
distinguishing information. The template was positively received by both the CCRB and the NYPD
and has reduced the number of clarification requests sent between the agencies.
Location tracking, or geotagging technology, is an additional mechanism that would reduce false
negatives and expedite BWC searches.134 Axon View, an Axon mobile application that connects to
Axon cameras, provides instant video playback and GPS tagging.135 Axon View provides
Configuration Location Tracking, which automatically pulls location data from officers’ mobile
devices and embeds it in videos recorded by Axon cameras (including BWC and dashboard

See PG §212-123(14).
The search terms currently used by the NYPD to search for BWC footage are: arrest number, summons
number, or desk arrest ticket (DAT) number, date, time, and precinct number.
134 In regard to the question of GPS tagging technology, the NYPD has stated concern that, “while GPS
functionality is available through Axon’s smart phone application, New York City’s density and topography
present unique challenges for GPS that may hinder its accuracy.” Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
135 Axon, Axon View, https://www.axon.com/products/view (last viewed Oct. 10, 2019).
132
133
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cameras).136 Despite Axon’s software capabilities, the NYPD currently does not use geotagging
technology. It instead relies on human input, making it difficult to identify incident locations as well
as the location of officers during an incident.
Figure 13. False Negatives, 2017-2019 Q2

Axon, Configuring Location Tracking, https://help.axon.com/hc/en-us/articles/221367828-ConfiguringLocation-Tracking (last viewed Oct. 10, 2019).
136
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At present, when the CCRB becomes aware of a false negative, investigators submit a follow-up
BWC request and notify the NYPD Relations Unit, which tracks the false negative.137 In some
circumstances, the NYPD Relations Unit may contact IAB directly. As seen in Fig. 13, of the 2,033
complaints returning BWC footage, there were 377 complaints containing at least one false negative
response (18.5%).138 This number, however, may only represent a minimum, as the CCRB is only
made aware of false negatives once they have been identified by investigations or the NYPD Legal
Bureau.
The CCRB found that investigators often learned about false negatives, and the subsequent
existence of BWC footage, haphazardly—from reading about BWC assignments in police
documents, during officer interviews, and, in at least two instances, via video footage provided to
the news media. Investigators also noted that search terms and tags used to identify BWC
recordings were not regularly included on BWC receipts, creating questions about the
completeness of the search criteria used by the NYPD to identify BWC footage. An example of a false
negative and its impact on Agency investigations is described in more detail in BWC Snapshot
Sidebar 1. More recently, the CCRB learned of 19 false negatives after the NYPD Legal Bureau
conducted an internal audit.

BWC Snapshot Sidebar 1: False Negatives At-a-Glance
An investigator submitted a BWC request for a complaint related to the execution of a search warrant.
The request included the name and tax ID of the subject officer. The CCRB received videos for two
witness officers, but no BWC video for the subject officer. Several months later, during the subject
officer’s CCRB interview, the investigator learned there was additional BWC footage of the incident. In
response, the investigator re-requested the subject officer’s BWC footage. Upon receipt of the BWC
footage, the investigator re-interviewed the subject officer, causing delays in case closure.

The CCRB and NYPD have engaged in ongoing efforts to reduce the number of false negatives. The
NYPD has committed to including all search terms and tags used to identify video footage on its
receipts. Search terms may include searches by date/time, officer, precinct, unit, or arrest
number.139 Additionally, under the terms of the BWC MOU,140 the CCRB and NYPD will
simultaneously be allowed to oversee and execute search requests for video footage. CCRB
investigators shall take as many investigatory steps as reasonable to locate the information
necessary to conduct a BWC search.141 This will better allow the CCRB to conduct a thorough search
of relevant footage without relying on an intermediary. While the CCRB believes this is a big step
The NYPD notes that it is “absolutely committed to providing all necessary footage to the CCRB in order for
it fulfill its Charter-mandated responsibilities and it will facilitate such access.” Legal Bureau Letter, supra note
15.
138 The number of false negatives depicted for 2019Q2 is lower due to the large number of requests still open
as of June 30, 2019.
139 Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
140 BWC MOU, supra note 4.
141 Id.
137
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towards decreasing the number of false negatives, in order to reduce the number even further, the
CCRB also recommends the following:
1. The NYPD utilize the geotagging technology available on Axon View.142 Using this
technology, video files uploaded to Vievu Solution and Evidence.com would automatically
include “location metadata,”143 which would reduce the number of search terms used to
identify BWC and enable CCRB investigators to more readily identify relevant BWC footage
through location tag searches or the GPS coordinates of identified officers.
2. That when responding to BWC requests, the NYPD include BWC footage identified on its IAB
referral logs.144 The NYPD should also link digital memo book entries with any relevant
BWC footage.

Axon, Axon View, https://www.axon.com/products/view (last viewed Oct. 10, 2019).
Id.
144 Aside from police precincts, the CCRB receives referrals from a variety of police sources, most frequently
from IAB. Civilians or police personnel can file a complaint by telephone with the IAB command center; the
majority of these telephone complaints are recorded. Civilians who call 911 about a police officer’s conduct are
usually referred directly to the IAB command center. IAB also receives reports of incidents or complaints that
the reporting police command deems criminal, serious, or falling outside the CCRB’s jurisdiction. Ultimately,
IAB commanders review the complaints IAB receives and determine whether referral to the CCRB is
appropriate. Complaints received by IAB that fall within the CCRB’s jurisdiction are forwarded to the CCRB in
the form of an IAB log.
142
143
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SECTION 3: BWC FOOTAGE RECEIVED
Officer and Technical Issues
In spring 2019, the CCRB analyzed investigators’ experience with BWC footage. Keeping in mind
the infancy of the NYPD’s BWC program, the discussions focused on the effect, if any, BWC footage
had on investigators’ case outcomes, with the goal of bringing awareness to any technical or officerrelated issues that investigators may have encountered. Overall, investigators found BWC footage
helpful, noting that BWC footage added context to interactions between civilians and MOS, assisted
in officer identification, and provided details on background, timing, and tone. The officer usage and
technical issues they encountered are discussed below.

Activation
PG § 212.123 provides guidance to officers regarding BWC activation. It outlines police actions
requiring mandatory BWC activation and provides officers discretion (outside of prohibited
recordings) to “record other official activities when, in the uniformed member’s judgment, it would
be beneficial to record.”145 Once their BWC is activated, officers are instructed to “continue
recording until the investigative, enforcement, or other police action is concluded.”146
One of the largest issues identified by investigators pertained to BWC activation. Investigators
found that officers failed to properly use their BWCs by turning them on late, turning them off early,
or not turning them on at all. Examples of these types of activation issues are discussed in BWC
Snapshot Sidebars 2 and 3.
For policing activities requiring mandatory activation, investigators discussed multiple instances
where officers did not immediately activate their BWCs prior to engaging or assisting in police
actions, as required by the Patrol Guide.147 Investigators cited numerous examples involving vehicle
stops, searches of individuals or their belongings, and interactions with an emotionally disturbed
person148 that were not fully recorded by responding officers, including the initial officers on scene.

PG § 212-123(4-10).
PG § 212-123(10).
147 In its review, the CCRB found a number of reasons why BWCs only captured part of the incident, including
issues surrounding activation, officers arriving as back-up and uninvolved officers leaving the scene of the
incident.
148 NYPD uses the term “Emotionally Disturbed Person” or “EDP” to refer to individuals suffering from mental
illnesses or psychological distress related to either mental health concerns or substance use.
145
146
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For policing activities requiring
activation, investigators felt that
Patrol Guide language stating:
“begin recording prior to or
immediately upon arrival at the
incident location,”149 left too
much room for discretion.
Investigators reported repeated
instances where officers did not
immediately activate their BWCs,
or only did so partway through
the interaction, when police
actions escalated or turned
contentious.
Investigators also returned
feedback regarding BWC
activation during incidents
involving entry into a residence.
Under PG § 212.123(6), officers
are instructed to “begin recording
prior to or immediately upon
arrival at an incident location.”
Investigators, however, noted
several instances where the entry
was not captured by BWC audio,
due to an activation buffer in
BWC models.150 As noted by
Axon, when BWC cameras are
turned on, the cameras are placed
in “buffering mode.”151 When
buffering begins, “[t]he operation
LED cameras will blink green; the
camera will be capturing video

BWC Snapshot Sidebar 2: Activation
1.

Two officers conducted a vehicle stop, during which they
frisked, searched, and handcuffed an individual before
bringing him to the stationhouse. As provided by the Patrol
Guide, vehicle stops require mandatory BWC activation, and
officers are instructed to begin recording prior to the vehicle
stop. BWC footage from the first officer played for 32 minutes
and 55 seconds. The footage covered the complete stop as well
as the interaction with the individual at the stationhouse. In
contrast, BWC footage from the second officer consisted of
only 6 minutes and 27 seconds of recorded footage. It began
partway through the vehicle stop and only captured the two
officers running a warrant check on the individual.

2.

Four officers responded to a radio run involving an armed
trespasser at a school. During the incident, only one of the four
officers activated their BWC. A complainant subsequently filed
a complaint alleging that during the incident, an officer
pointed a gun at him and told him to, “Put your fucking hands
up.” When interviewed, all four officers denied speaking to, or
even encountering, the complainant. Due to missing BWC
footage from three of the responding officers, the investigator
was unable to verify whether any of the officers spoke
discourteously to the individual, and if so, which officer.
Under the Patrol Guide, uniformed members of service are
also required to activate their BWC while engaging in any
potential crime in progress assignments, including reports of a
suspicious person and reports of a person with a gun. As the
officers failed to activate their BWCs during this incident, the
Board recommended an OMN for failure to record.

PG § 212-123(6).
“When turned on, Taser's Axon cameras record in buffer mode, which consists of video—but not audio—
that is deleted after 30 seconds. The police officer then double-clicks the camera to start recording both . . . The
resulting clip includes the preceding 30 seconds of buffer video footage—a tool meant to protect the privacy of
officers going about their daily business, while at the same time allowing police to catch footage of a crime that
occurs moments before they hit the record button.” Digital Partner: Here’s How Police Body Cameras Work, NBC
NEWS (updated Dec. 1, 2014), available at https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/innovation/digital-partner-hereshow-police-body-cameras-work-n259211.
151 AXON, Operating Modes, https://help.axon.com/hc/en-us/articles/221365988-Operating-modes (last
viewed Nov. 26, 2019).
149
150
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but no audio, and will not record to permanent memory while in buffering mode.” 152 The NYPD
currently uses both a 30-second and 1-minute buffer in its BWC models.153
In one CCRB complaint, for example, officers conducting a home visit at an apartment activated
their BWCs upon arriving at the apartment door, resulting in a 30-second buffer without audio.
During this time, the officers spoke to two civilians at the door. By the time the audio activated and
began recording, the officers were already inside the apartment. Two civilians later filed a
complaint, alleging that officers entered the apartment without permission. The officers denied the
allegation. Without the initial audio, the investigation could not determine if the officers entered
without consent. To account for the buffer period and better ensure that future residential entries
are captured in their entirety, the CCRB recommends that officers conducting home visits/entries
activate their BWCs prior to approaching the civilian’s home, or in the case of an apartment, upon
entering the building, as opposed to upon arrival at the apartment door. Activating BWCs prior to
arriving for home visits also may assist officers with their investigations.154
Investigators also expressed concern around officers turning their BWCs off too early. PG §
212.123(10) instructs officers not to deactivate their cameras “until the investigative, enforcement,
or other police action is concluded.” Investigators saw great variance in officers’ interpretations of
when police actions were “concluded,” impacting the length and amount of BWC footage received.
They discussed examples where police action had “concluded,” but police and civilian interactions
continued. In some cases, these interactions resulted in FADO allegations not captured by the BWC.
During its review, the CCRB also discovered instances of officer interference, which involved
officers manually turning off their BWCs prior to the conclusion of the police action in violation of
PG § 212.123. Officer interference is of great of concern to the CCRB, as it runs counter to the goal of
using BWCs as an oversight mechanism and impacts the ability of BWC footage to further
“transparency, accountability and fairness.”155 Examples of officer interference are provided in BWC
Snapshot Sidebar 3, below.

152

Id.

153 Vievu cameras have a 30-second buffer mode, while Axon cameras have a one-minute buffer mode. Oversight

- NYPD’s Roll-Out of Body Worn Cameras, NYC Council Committee on Public Safety, (Nov. 18, 2019) (statement
of Matthew Pontillo, NYPD Assistant Chief and Commanding Officer of the First Deputy Commissioner).
154 As noted by the NYPD in its communication with the CCRB on January 13, 2020, “In conducting home visits,
many of which occur in the context of domestic violence, there are instances where domestic violence officers
will encounter the victim, witness or the offender prior to knocking or entering a home visit location. Having
the BWC activated at this point helps provide positive Rosario material, assists in capturing any victim or
offender spontaneous utterances, which ultimately assists in the prosecution of cases, or possibly exonerating
any allegations made against the officers.” Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
155 Letitia James, NYC Pub. Advoc., The Cost of Improper Procedures: Using Police Body Cameras to Reduce
Economic and Social Ills, (August 2014) at p. 3, available at https://pubadvocate.nyc.gov/body-cameras.
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BWC Snapshot Sidebar 3: Officer Interference
1.

Seven officers stopped and allegedly frisked a group of individuals suspected of gambling within the
confines of a NYCHA complex. Perspective is shown from the BWC of a female officer. Shortly after
arrival, but prior to the alleged frisk, the female officer’s partner instructs her to, “Turn it off, turn it
off, turn it off!” The female officer turns off her BWC immediately. During her CCRB interview, the
officer stated she did not have any recollection of this incident. As BWC footage recovered from the
incident did not capture the officers’ interaction with the civilians, the investigation was unable to
determine whether the officers had reasonable suspicion to stop and frisk the individuals.

2.

BWC footage captured two officers, PO1 and PO2, inside of a gas station, speaking discourteously to a
black male. PO1 throws the man’s cellphone on the ground while saying to him, “I’m going to fuck
you up, you motherfucker. You’re an idiot, you fucking moron. I let you go, you stupid motherfucker.
What do you think, I’m fucking retarded?” PO1 and PO2 continue to taunt and curse at the male until
PO1 tells someone off screen that they are “off.” A voice informs PO1 and PO2 that they are not “off,”
and PO1 immediately turns off his BWC. The civilian alleged that during this time, the officers used
physical force against him. The alleged force, however, was not captured by PO1’s BWC, which did not
resume recording until after the officers and the civilian left the gas station and arrived at the precinct
stationhouse.

3.

An individual called 911 regarding a landlord-tenant dispute. Four officers responded to the
residence, but allegedly refused to take her complaint. As captured on BWC, upon arriving on scene
and recognizing the complainant, an officer says, “I’ve been here before . . . All right, I’m turning the
cameras off . . . here’s what’s gonna happen. I’m turning the cameras off. All right, I’ve been here
before for this. She said the exact…" He and the other officers then turned off their BWCs, concluding
the footage.

Given the activation issues identified through the CCRB’s BWC review, the NYPD should continue to
provide guidance to MOS on when BWCs should be activated and deactivated. Sergeants, Integrity
Control Officers, and the RMB BWC Unit should also continue to conduct regular audits of BWC
video to ensure officer compliance and “address any performance or tactical deficiencies observed”
on camera. 156 In addition, the NYPD should publicly report its audits to ensure officer compliance
with the BWC policy and promote better transparency and oversight. This type of public reporting
has already been adopted in Chicago, where Special Order S03-14,157 “requires watch operations
lieutenants, across all watches, to review one recording daily . . . to assess, among other areas,
whether certain Department members are properly using BWCs and conducting themselves in
accordance with CPD policy.”158 In July 2019, drawing on this data, the City of Chicago Office of
156 Oversight

- NYPD’s Roll-Out of Body Worn Cameras, NYC Council Committee on Public Safety, (Nov. 18, 2019)
(statement of Oleg Chernyavsky, NYPD Ass’t Deputy Commissioner of Legal Matters).
157 Chicago Police Department, Special Order S03-14 Body Worn Cameras (Apr. 30, 2018),
http://directives.chicagopolice.org/directives/data/a7a57b38-151f3872-56415-1f3889ce6c22d026d090.pdf?hl=true.
158 City of Chicago Office of Inspector General, Evaluation of the Chicago Police Department’s Random Reviews
of Body-Worn Camera Recordings (July 30, 2019), https://igchicago.org/2019/07/30/evaluation-of-thechicago-police-departments-random-reviews-of-body-worn-camera-recordings/.
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Inspector General was able to conduct an evaluation of the CPD’s compliance with Special Order
S03-14.159 The CCRB is working to clarify internal guidelines as to when OMN allegations and RMB
letters should be issued for activation failures.
As discussed in the CCRB’s 2019 Taser Report,160 the NYPD should also incorporate Axon
technology that automatically activates all nearby Axon cameras (including BWCs and dashboard
cameras) when an officer triggers their Taser or draws their firearm.161 Axon’s Signal Performance
Power Magazine162 and Axon’s Signal Sidearm163 (which is currently used by the Atlanta Police
Department)164 automatically enables an officer’s BWC to begin recording during critical situations,
ensuring that officers, “can confidently capture the scene from start to finish, without pressing a
button.”165 The incorporation and automation of this technology by the NYPD will ensure greater
oversight—both internally by supervisors, and externally by the CCRB, other oversight agencies,
and the public-at-large.

Signaling
One of the most common issues highlighted by investigators was the use of signals amongst officers
to indicate the presence of active BWCs. CCRB investigators in focus groups reported that officers in
videos they watched frequently used phrases such as, “I went Hollywood,” “Green,” “I’m/We’re
live,” and “I’m hot,” to indicate to other officers that their BWCs were on and recording. Officers also
used non-verbal cues, such as tapping motions, shoulder brushing, and gesturing to indicate
whether their cameras were turned on or off.
Pursuant to PG § 212.123(8), officers are instructed, as soon as safe and reasonably practical, to
“notify members of the public that an interaction is being recorded, unless notification could
compromise the safety of any person or impede an investigation.” The NYPD also trains officers to
“inform officers at the scene of an incident that a camera is active if the officer is not equipped with
a BWC, and alert them that they are recording in order to ensure that the sensitive law enforcement
conversations are not inadvertently captured on BWC video.”166

Id.
CCRB, Taser Use in CCRB Complaints, 2014-2017 (Dec. 2019) at p. 56, available at
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/ccrb/downloads/pdf/policy_pdf/issue_based/20191205_TaserReport.pdf.
161 The NYPD stated that it is open to reviewing and adapting emerging technology. Legal Bureau Letter, supra
note 15.
162 The signal performance power magazine is a Taser battery that reports to Axon cameras when Tasers are
armed
so
they
can
start
recording.
Axon,
Signal
Performance
Power
Magazine,
https://www.axon.com/products/signal-ppm (last viewed Aug. 15, 2019).
163 The signal sidearm alerts the primary user’s Axon camera and other nearby cameras to begin recording
when a sidearm is removed from its holster. Axon, Signal Sidearm, https://www.axon.com/products/signalsidearm (last viewed Aug. 15, 2019).
164 Morse Diggs, Atlanta Police Using New Holsters That Turn on Body Cam When Firearm is Drawn, FOX 5 (Aug.
13, 2019), http://www.fox5atlanta.com/news/atlanta-police-using-new-holsters-that-turn-on-body-camwhen-firearm-is-drawn.
165 Id.
166 Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
159
160
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PG § 212.123 does not prohibit officers from intentionally interfering with the ability of a BWC to
accurately record footage. However, the CCRB has identified instances where officers have used
signals to prevent or halt the recording of police misconduct. This specific use of signals to interfere
with BWC recordings undermines the purpose of the BWC program, which is meant to, “provide a
contemporaneous, objective record of stops and frisks, allowing for the review of officer
conduct.”167
Policies prohibiting officer interference with BWC recordings exist in other jurisdictions. For
instance, the Parker, CO Police Department’s body-worn camera policy states in relevant part: 168
If an enforcement member fails to activate their MVR or BWC, fails to record the entire
contact, or interrupts the recording, the enforcement member shall document why the
recording was not made, interrupted or terminated. Appropriate disciplinary action shall be
taken against any enforcement member who is found to have intentionally failed to adhere to
the recording or retention requirements contained in this policy, or to have intentionally
interfered with a BWC’s ability to accurately capture video footage.
Similarly, the Minneapolis, MI Police Department’s policy states: 169
Disabling BWC equipment, intentionally interfering with audio or video recording capabilities,
and altering, duplicating, deleting or destroying BWC recordings are prohibited, except by
Authorized Personnel in the course and scope of their lawful job duties and in accordance with
record retention laws and policies and the provisions of this policy.
As does the Atlanta, GA Police Department’s, stating: 170
Sworn employees shall not interfere or intentionally block the ability of the BWC to record an
encounter. This shall include the deactivation of the BWC or the obstruction of the BWC
photographic lens.
Given these identified incidents of officer interference, and the lack of any language in PG § 212.123
prohibiting officers from intentionally interfering with BWC recordings for any reason, the CCRB
believes that the NYPD should amend its BWC policy to prohibit such interference, including the use
of signaling.

Floyd, 959 F. Supp. 2d. at 685.
Parker Police Department Policy and Procedures Manual, Recording Devices and Imaging Equipment (Nov.
1, 2016), https://parkerpolice.org/DocumentCenter/View/22925/PPD-BWC-NOV-2016?bidId=.
169 Minneapolis Police Department Policy and Procedure Manual, 4-223 Body Worn Cameras (July 29, 2017),
https://www.insidempd.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Update-Body-Worn-Camera-Policy.pdf.
170 Atlanta Police Department Policy Manual, Body Worn Cameras (BWC), (Sept. 25, 2019),
https://www.atlantapd.org/Home/ShowDocument?id=2921.
167
168
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Other Video Evidence
While BWC video represents an important investigative tool, the CCRB is cognizant that BWC video
may be limited by the perspective it provides and can be potentially impacted by viewer bias.171 In
addition to BWC video, the CCRB currently obtains video evidence from a myriad of other sources,
including, but not limited to, NYPD-owned cameras, city-owned cameras, social media platforms,
private surveillance systems, and personal recording devices. These forms of video evidence, like
BWC footage, often provide different points of view. When combined with BWC video, other types
of video evidence can provide better context for an officer’s actions, as seen in the BWC Snapshot
Sidebar 4, below.

BWC Snapshot Sidebar 4: Other Videos At-a-Glance
1.

An individual exited a department store with a pair of sandals he had not paid for. He was stopped
by three security guards, who brought him to the ground. Several minutes later, officers arrived on
the scene. The individual, who was still on the ground, actively resisted arrest. In response, an
officer removed his Taser from its holster, spark-tested it, and said, “If you don’t stop, I’m going to
fucking tase you. Turn the fuck around.” Video surveillance footage from the department store
and BWC footage each captured different aspects of the threat of Force and Discourteous language
allegations. The security footage, which did not contain audio, captured the beginning of the
interaction and the individual’s resistance to arrest. The BWC footage, which did contain audio,
captured the subject officer’s discourteous language and threat to use the taser. These sources of
video evidence assisted the investigator in determining both allegations on the merits.

2.

An individual and his friends were approached by two officers for a noise violation. After a series
of exchanges with the officers, the individual was arrested by an officer who attempted to handcuff
him against the side of a vehicle. While doing so, the officer placed the individual in a chokehold,
causing his breathing to be restricted. The officer repeatedly tased the individual using drive stun
mode before allegedly using a second chokehold. The incident was captured on BWC as well as
surveillance and civilian cell phone cameras. Surveillance footage provided a bird’s-eye view of the
incident and context to the interaction. BWC footage showed the officers’ interactions and
provided audio of the exchange between the police and individuals. BWC footage also depicted the
first chokehold and taser usage. After two of the officers’ BWCs became dislodged, security footage
captured the remainder of the interaction. These sources of video evidence assisted the
investigator in determining the case on the merits.

See Remi Bolvin, et. al., The Body-worn Camera Perspective Bias, 13 J. OF EXPERIMENTAL CRIMINOLOGY 1, 125
(Mar. 2017); Broder L. Turner, et. al., Body Camera Footage Leads to Lower Judgments of Intent Than Dash
Camera Footage, 116 PNAS 4, 1201 (Jan. 22, 2019), available at https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1805928116;
Timothy Williams, James Thomas, Samuel Jacoby & Damien Cave, Police Body Cameras: What Do You See?, N.Y.
TIMES,
Apr.
1,
2016,
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/04/01/us/police-bodycamvideo.html?searchResultPosition=25.
171
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Impact on Officer Interview
Interviewing police officers is one of the most important and sensitive aspects of conducting CCRB
investigations.172 These interviews are one of the primary investigative methods utilized by the
CCRB, as they allow an investigator to obtain a detailed account of the incident from an officer’s
perspective, gather information relevant to the officer’s credibility, and uncover the identities of
civilian and police witnesses.
As previously discussed, under the Patrol Guide, officers may watch their BWC recordings at their
command, prior to their CCRB interview.173 Under CCRB policy, relevant BWC footage may be
shown to the officers—at the discretion of the investigator and when appropriate—at the
conclusion of their CCRB interview. Many investigators expressed concern regarding the impact of
viewing BWC recordings in or during officer interviews, as well as the increasing trend in officer
statements tied directly to BWC footage. During their focus groups, investigators noted an increase
in the number of officers who provided detailed accounts of their BWC footage—in lieu of their own
recollection—in addition to representatives advising officers not to provide any statements until
BWC video was shown. Investigators also cited several instances where officers attempted to show
BWC footage, recorded onto their department cell phones, during CCRB interviews.
While BWC evidence plays an important role in CCRB investigations, in many instances, footage
alone does not explain the full extent of the civilian interaction, nor does it mitigate the information
derived from testimonial evidence. In May 2019, the CCRB Training Department conducted a
training on how to present video evidence during interviews. The training provided information on
who may be shown BWC footage, at what point in the interview BWC footage should be shown, the
importance of getting full testimony before reviewing BWC footage, standard questions to ask
regarding BWC footage, and what questions to ask when the BWC footage appears to contradict
officer testimony. The training was presented to all investigators and managers.

Technical Issues
The CCRB’s analysis pointed to several recurring technical issues, largely involving the obstruction
of video or cameras dislodging during incidents involving an apprehension or the use of force.
The Patrol Guide provides guidance to officers on BWC placement. It recommends officers position
their BWC to facilitate the optimal recording field of view. The Patrol Guide also provides officers
discretion to move their cameras when conditions call for a different point of view. 174 For example,
when officers remove their BWCs during vehicle transports and placing them on dashboard mounts
to better focus the cameras on vehicle passengers.
CCRB investigators noted that in some instances, BWC footage was obstructed by clothing—
particularly in the winter months, due to the officer’s outer garments. In one instance, an officer
CCRB rules governing the conduct of interviews are found in CCRB Rules, subchapter C, section 1-24(a)-(k).
PG § 212.123(18)(c).
174 See PG §212-123(1)(c).
172
173
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stated during his CCRB interview that he usually stored his BWC in his pocket until he needed to
use it.
Investigators also highlighted best practices observed on BWC footage or incidentally reported by
officers during their CCRB interviews, including officers taking efforts throughout an enforcement
action to maintain an optimal field of view. The case studies outlined in BWC Snapshot Sidebar 5
demonstrate how camera placement may affect the quality of a BWC recording.

BWC Snapshot Sidebar 5: Camera Placement
1.

The BWC footage opens with a dark screen. At 25 seconds, the officer unzips his outerwear uncovering his
BWC. An elevator bank, three other officers, and a female civilian come into view.

2.

An officer instructs a male to stop, capturing the request on their BWC. The male ignores the request and
continues to walk. Shortly thereafter, the BWC becomes obstructed by the officer’s clothing. The video footage
remains obstructed for over two minutes until the male is placed in handcuffs.

3.

An officer begins running after an individual with BWC recording. Immediately, the camera view becomes
obstructed and remains so for the entire duration of the incident. BWC received from other officers on scene
show that the officer did not mount his camera on his chest, but instead placed the BWC in his right chest
pocket. BWC footage shows one officer making a point to move his camera to fully capture all aspects of the
encounter. While responding to the incident, the officer’s BWC is mounted on his chest, capturing the stop,
frisk, and arrest of an individual for larceny. While driving the individual to the stationhouse, the officer takes
the camera off his chest and places it on his dashboard so the camera lens faces the backseat, providing a clear
view of the complainant kicking the cage. After arriving at the stationhouse, the same officer puts the camera
back on his chest and captures the individual being escorted through the stationhouse. Upon reaching the
front desk, the officer takes his camera off and places it on the desk, so the camera captures the vouchering
process.

Investigators also highlighted the frequency of cameras dislodging or falling as the result of
physical police action, e.g., while running, during the apprehension of a suspect, or in instances of
force. They noted that when cameras became dislodged they frequently turned off or the footage
was interrupted, preventing a full incident record. On several occasions, BWCs fell in large crowds,
creating dangerous conditions for officers searching for their cameras. In one CCRB case, a
bystander picked up an officer’s BWC from the ground and began running off with it. Further
examples of BWCs dislodging are described in BWC Snapshot Sidebar 6.
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BWC Snapshot Sidebar 6: Dislodging
1.

The video opens with an officer exiting her vehicle. As she runs toward an unknown location, the
camera dislodges and the video ends.

2.

An officer attempts to place a male under arrest. As he approaches the male, the man instructs the
officer not to touch him. A struggle ensues and the officer’s BWC is knocked off. The screen goes
dark, but the BWC continues to record audio as the struggle continues. The subsequent arrest is
heard, but not seen.

3.

Officers conducted a home visit in search of an individual who had an open I-Card (an
“investigation card,” which is a type of document issued by the NYPD to denote when a suspect or
person of interest is wanted for questioning). Upon arriving at the residence, the officers activated
their BWCs. After officers entered the residence and positively identified the individual, they
informed him that he was under arrest. The individual refused to comply with the officers and a
struggle ensued. During this time, an officer’s BWC became dislodged. After the camera fell, the
BWC footage alternated from black to a view of the ceiling, then back to black. As this was
occurring, officers allegedly used Force against the individual. When asked about the use of force
during her CCRB interview, one officer stated that she did not know if any officers used force
against the individual because she had been focused on locating her fallen BWC.

The NYPD has communicated that while previous BWC models “had a tendency to deactivate or
dislodge during a struggle or pursuit,” the NYPD “has now begun using Axon cameras which have
improved hardware mounts that make it more difficult for them to accidentally deactivate or to
become dislodged.”175 Some members of the NYPD have also adopted Axon vests with a BWC
locking mechanism to “better secure the body cameras.”176 Given the importance of recorded
interactions for law enforcement and oversight purposes, the CCRB encourages the NYPD to
continue working with Axon to “explore enhanced hardware mounts”177 and address dislodging to
ensure BWCs work to their maximum utility.

Legal Bureau Letter, supra note 15.
Id.
177 Id.
175
176
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SECTION 4: ANALYSIS OF CCRB DATA ON BWC-RELATED COMPLAINTS
BWC-Related Complaints and Allegations
In order to resolve its investigations, the CCRB generally needs the cooperation of at least one
civilian complainant/alleged victim related to the case.178 The New York City Charter states that
CCRB’s findings and recommendations cannot “be based solely upon an unsworn complaint or
statement.”179
When the CCRB is able to complete its investigation of a complaint, the case is closed as a “full
investigation.” At the conclusion of an investigation, the Investigative Division recommends a
disposition for each allegation in the complaint. Except for instances when the full Board considers
a case,180 a panel of three Board Members comprised of a Mayoral designee, a City Council designee,
and a Police Commissioner designee, reviews the investigative findings and recommendations and
then votes to determine final allegation dispositions.
There are five possible dispositions the Board may assign to fully-investigated allegations:
• An allegation is substantiated if the alleged conduct is found to have occurred and be
improper based on a preponderance of the evidence.
• An allegation is exonerated if the alleged conduct is found to have occurred but was not
found to be improper by a preponderance of the evidence.
• An allegation is unfounded if the alleged conduct is found not to have occurred by a
preponderance of the evidence.
• An allegation is closed as officer unidentified if the CCRB was unable to identify any of
the officers accused of misconduct.
• An allegation is unsubstantiated if there is not enough evidence to determine whether
or not misconduct occurred.
Currently, upon receipt of a case, the CCRB investigator consults the NYPD’s BWC assignments, and
if the officer is listed as having a BWC, requests the relevant footage from the NYPD. Once that BWC
footage is obtained, CCRB investigators process and analyze the footage. Between 2017 and 2019
Q2, the CCRB received BWC footage in 2,033 complaints, of which 1,353 (67%) were closed as of
June 30, 2019. Of these complaints, 318 were closed as full investigations (Fig.14).

Where the investigation has footage depicting misconduct with enough clarity and context that, combined
with other evidence—such as officer statements—it is likely to reach a disposition on the merits, the Agency
will proceed to a full investigation even if the civilian(s) involved do not provide a verified statement.
179 New York City Charter Chapter 18-A § 440(c)(1).
180 In highly sensitive cases or in cases in which the Board Panel is split, the full Board meets to vote on
dispositions and disciplinary recommendations.
178
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Figure 14. Full Investigations Closed with and without BWC, 2017-2019 Q2

In November 2017, the CCRB closed its first fully-investigated complaint that contained BWC
footage. As seen in Fig. 14, in 2017 complaints with BWC footage comprised only 1% of all full
investigations, but by the second quarter of 2019, complaints with BWC footage comprised 33% of
all full investigations—a 4533% increase, commensurate with the growth of the NYPD’s program
and the accelerated BWC rollout in 2018 and 2019.
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Over the last few years, the amount of video evidence collected by the CCRB has increased
dramatically. Video evidence includes, but is not limited to, BWC footage, city-owned cameras,
private surveillance systems, and personal recording devices.
Figure 15. Full Investigations Containing Video Footage, 2017 – 2019 Q2

As shown in Fig. 15, the proportion of full investigations closed with BWC video evidence has grown
significantly. Whereas in 2017, BWC footage comprised only 3% of video evidence in fullyinvestigated complaints closed with video, by 2019 Q2, BWC footage represented the majority of
video evidence, comprising 60% of video evidence in full investigations closed with video evidence.
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BWC-related Complaints
CCRB data demonstrates the widespread impact of BWC video on the final outcomes of its
investigations. BWC footage allows for a greater number of cases to be closed with a disposition of
substantiated, unfounded, or exonerated, i.e. on the merits, in contrast to complaints closed as
unsubstantiated or officer unidentified. Findings on the merits result when the CCRB is able to
conduct a full investigation and obtain sufficient credible evidence for the Board to reach a factual
and legal determination regarding an officer’s conduct.
Figure 16. Complaint Dispositions with BWC, Other Video, No Video, 2017-2019 Q2
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CCRB data shows that BWC evidence can have a substantial impact on the final outcome of an
investigation. As depicted in Fig. 16, between November 2017 and June 30, 2019, the Board
substantiated complaints in 31% of full investigations where there was BWC footage as compared
to 13% where there was no BWC or other type of video footage, and exonerated 30% of complaints
with BWC compared with 20% of those that had other video evidence or no video evidence at all.
The Board unsubstantiated complaints in 23% of full investigations where there was BWC footage
as compared to 51% where there was no BWC footage—a near 50% reduction in cases in which the
Board could not conclusively determine the facts of the case. The number of fully-investigated
complaints that received a disposition of officer unidentified are also significantly lower with BWC
evidence—from 10% where there was no BWC footage to only one case (slightly under 1%) when
there was BWC footage. This is because the availability of BWC evidence allows for clearer
interpretation of circumstances as well as officer identification, which increases the rate of
substantiated, unfounded, and exonerated complaints.
CCRB data also has the potential to show how BWC evidence, in comparison to other types of video
evidence, may have an impact on the outcome of an investigation. To examine the disposition of
fully-investigated complaints with video between November 2017 and June 30, 2019, the CCRB
filtered out BWC video from other types of video evidence (Fig. 16). The data showed that while
substantiation rates between the fully-investigated complaints with BWC and fully-investigated
complaints with video (excluding BWC video) were the same (31% for BWC video and 29% for
non-BWC video evidence), there were marked differences in other case dispositions. The Board
exonerated complaints in 30% of full investigations where there was BWC footage as compared to
15% of full investigations with video (excluding BWC video). The Board also unfounded 15% of full
investigations with BWC footage, but only 8% of full investigations with video (excluding BWC
video). BWC footage also reduces the likelihood that cases will be closed without identifying the
subject officers involved (“MOS Unidentified”). Only three complaints where BWC video was
available (1%) were closed with this disposition in 2017-2019 Q2, compared with 50, or 5%, for
complaints with non-BWC video evidence. BWC evidence is also less likely to result in an
unsubstantiated complaint disposition than other types of video evidence (23% for BWC video
complaints compared with 44% for complaints with non-BWC video evidence), indicating that BWC
footage is even more important and helpful to determining the factual circumstances of cases than
other types of video evidence.
BWC Snapshot Sidebar 7 demonstrates the ways BWC footage can be used to corroborate individual
statements and provide the preponderance of the evidence necessary181 to show whether the
alleged acts occurred and if the acts constituted misconduct.

The disposition is the Board’s finding of the outcome of a case, i.e., if misconduct occurred. The Board is
required to use a preponderance of the evidence standard of proof in evaluating cases.
181
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BWC Snapshot Sidebar 7
1.

An individual collided with a bicyclist and fell to the ground. As the individual confronted the
cyclist, he was approached by two police officers. During their interaction, the individual
attempted to take a photograph of the officers in order to obtain their names and shield numbers.
He was prohibited from doing so by one of the officers who told the individual that he was not
allowed to photograph the officers’ faces. BWC footage corroborated this version of events. In his
interview, the officer was unable to provide a reason why he prohibited photographs of his face.
As individuals have the right to record police activity, and the officer’s actions constituted
interference with the individual’s right to record and photograph police activity, the Board
substantiated the claim.

2.

Officers approached an individual with an open I-card (an “investigation card,” which is a type of
document issued by the NYPD to denote when a suspect or person of interest is wanted for
questioning), who provided a false name before running away. Officers proceeded to chase the
individual until an officer took him to the ground. BWC footage and surveillance video captured
the incident. Because the individual ran from officers to evade lawful arrest, the investigation
determined it was reasonable for the officers to forcibly take him down in order to effectuate the
arrest. As a result, the Board exonerated the Force allegation.
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BWC-Related Allegations
At the conclusion of an investigation, the Investigative Division recommends a disposition for each
allegation to the Board. Because there may be multiple allegations in a single complaint, the CCRB
tracks allegation closures. In the 318 complaints that were fully investigated, there were a total of
1,439 combined allegations: 369 (26%) Force allegations, 849 (59%) Abuse of Authority
allegations, 194 (13%) Discourtesy allegations, and 27 (2%) Offensive Language allegations. These
proportions are very similar to those in CCRB full investigations in the same time period without
BWC evidence (Fig. 17).
Figure 17. FADO Breakdown with BWC, Other Video, No Video, 2017-2019 Q2
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Figure 18. Disposition of Allegations in Full Investigations v. No Video, 2017-2019 Q2

As seen in Fig. 18, for the 1,579 allegations in the 318 fully-investigated complaints in which BWC
footage was received, the Board was overwhelmingly able to reach a clear determination of fact.
Between November 2017182 and 2019 Q2, 76% of allegations with BWC evidence were closed “on
the merits” (substantiated, exonerated, or unfounded).

182

The first CCRB complaint with BWC closed in November 2017.
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This is particularly stark when compared to allegation outcomes where no video evidence was
available. Of the 8,503 allegations in fully-investigated complaints closed in 2017 and 2019 Q2, only
3,116 (37%) allegations were closed “on the merits.” Moreover, whereas 57% of allegations
without video evidence were closed as unsubstantiated, only 23% of allegations were closed as
unsubstantiated when BWC video was available. It is clear that the availability of BWC footage
greatly improves the CCRB’s ability to more definitively determine what happened during an
incident (Fig. 18).
In full investigations closed between 2017 and 2019 Q2, BWC evidence also improved the ability of
the Board to close individual allegations on the merits in comparison to non-BWC video evidence.
For allegation closures on the merits, 41% of allegations with BWC video and other video evidence
were substantiated; 23% were exonerated, compared with 7% for other video; and 12% were
unfounded, compared with 5% for other video. BWC evidence cut the proportion of allegations
closed as MOS unidentified in half (1% for BWC video compared with 2% for other video).
Similarly, the likelihood that the Board would need to close an allegation as unsubstantiated was
cut by nearly half (23% for allegations with BWC video compared with 45% for allegations in
complaints with non-BWC video evidence) (Fig. 18).
BWC and other video footage can provide valuable documentary evidence of the incident that
occurred. The case example in BWC Snapshot Sidebar 8, in which an individual alleged that officers
used Force against him, illuminates why. BWC footage received contradicted the individual’s
statement and showed that officers did not use any force against him. The Board unfounded the
allegation.

BWC Snapshot Sidebar 8
Officers attempted to arrest an individual for criminal possession of a weapon and menacing. In his
phone statement to the CCRB, the individual alleged that while attempting to place him under
arrest, officers slammed him against a wall, causing bleeding to his left jaw.
BWC footage obtained showed officers turning the individual around to handcuff him. Contrary to
the individual’s allegation, the individual’s head and face did not contact the wall. Furthermore,
while the individual stated that his jaw was bleeding, video footage did now show him bleeding or
making any complaints about an injured jaw. Photos obtained from the stationhouse also showed
no blood, swelling, or injury. Based on the evidence, the investigation concluded by a
preponderance of the evidence that the officer did not slam the individual’s face into a wall, and the
Board unfounded the allegation.
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Figure 19. Dispositions of Allegations in Full Investigations by FADO, 2017-2019 Q2
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As seen in Fig. 19, between 2017 and 2019 Q2, BWC video made substantiation of Force (40%),
Discourtesy (56%), and Offensive language (37%) allegations more likely than allegations that
contain other video evidence (28% for Force, 36% for Discourtesy, and 30% for Offensive
language) or no video evidence at all (14% for Force, 19% for Discourtesy, and 15% for Offensive
language).
BWC video contains audio, which is crucial to
determining Discourtesy and Offensive Language
allegations, a factor that does not exist when
there is no video or the only available evidence is
non-audio video footage. When a CCRB
investigator can hear what an officer is saying,
clear resolutions of these allegations are far
easier. As seen in BWC Snapshot Sidebar 9, the
profanity captured by BWC audio provided
evidence that allowed the investigator to verify
that an officer spoke discourteously towards a
civilian. The BWC evidence, coupled with the
officer’s failure to justify his use of profanity,
allowed the Board to substantiate the Discourtesy
allegation.
Interestingly, while BWC evidence makes
substantiation of Abuse of Authority allegations
(40%) more likely than when there is no video
evidence (21%), other types of video evidence
also make substantiation of Abuse of Authority
(41%) more likely.

BWC Snapshot Sidebar 9
Officers responded to a radio run regarding a
disorderly person in a playground. As captured
on BWC, upon arrival, the officers saw a
homeless individual matching the description
provided. The officers approached the individual
and one of the officers stated, “It’s the fucking
guy that walks the dogs. And every fucking day
he’s calling, saying there’s someone in the park.
I don’t care that you’re sleeping here, but he
fucking does… Just so you know, I’m not
giving you a summons. I don’t give a fuck; but,
so you know, you’re not allowed to be here.”
During his CCRB interview, when asked why he
used profanity while addressing the civilian, the
officer stated that he used the word “fuck”
because the individual was homeless and the
officer was trying to relate to them. As the BWC
and officer’s testimony demonstrated that the
officer used profane language that was not
issued within the context of a lawful command
and served no apparent law enforcement
purpose, the Board substantiated the Discourtesy
allegation.

Conversely, when BWC video is available, closure
of allegations as exonerated or unfounded are
much more likely for Force and Abuse of
Authority allegations. In complaints with BWC footage, 19% of Force allegations were exonerated
and 14% were unfounded, compared with 9% and 9%, respectively, when the complaint involves
non-BWC video evidence, and 9% and 11%, respectively, when there is no video evidence at all. In
Abuse of Authority complaints with BWC video, 28% were exonerated and 12% were unfounded,
compared with 8% and 4%, respectively, for complaints with other types of video evidence, and
14% and 4%, respectively, when there is no video evidence (Fig. 19). BWC video also makes it more
likely that an investigator may unfound allegations of Discourtesy (11%), and Offensive Language
(30%) than complaints that contain no video evidence at all (4% for Discourtesy and 12% for
Offensive Language), demonstrating that BWC video may also, as discussed in Floyd, aid officers
“who are wrongly accused of inappropriate behavior.”183

183

Floyd v. City of N.Y., 959 F. Supp. 2d 540 (S.D.N.Y. 2013).
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BWC footage offers a unique opportunity to view all law enforcement activity and more accurately
assess the appropriateness of the officer’s actions in any given incident. For example, BWC footage
often provides one, if not many, close-up angles of both the officer’s use of force as well as any
resistance the officer faced during the interaction. Frame-by-frame analysis of the footage allows
the investigator to more clearly determine whether the force used by the officer was in accordance
with what was reported by the complainant, and whether it was within the boundaries of the law
and the Patrol Guide. This frame-by-frame analysis also aids the determinations of Abuse of
Authority allegations.
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CCRB ACTIONS TAKEN AS A RESULT OF THIS ANALYSIS
1. The CCRB and NYPD signed a MOU concerning BWC footage. In November 2019, the
CCRB and NYPD signed an agreement aimed at improving the CCRB’s access to BWC footage
and addressing a growing backlog of requests for footage. Under the terms of the
agreement, the NYPD will establish a facility where CCRB investigators can search and
review BWC footage directly. Upon determining that footage is relevant to an allegation of
police misconduct, the CCRB investigator may request a copy of the footage from the NYPD’s
Legal Bureau. The Legal Bureau must honor all requests (excluding outlined exemptions)184
within 25 business days. Per the agreement, records and BWC recordings obtained from the
NYPD will remain confidential and may not be disclosed or made public, except as may be
mandated by court order or statute.
2. The CCRB updated its intake policies to obtain consent to view and use unredacted
BWC footage at the start of its investigation. As outlined under the BWC MOU, the CCRB
will endeavor to obtain written waivers/consent from complainants, if possible, and will
ensure that CCRB employees accepting complaints via telephone, in-person, or otherwise
use scripted language seeking a verbal waiver/consent from complainants for recordings
related to cases sealed pursuant to Criminal Procedure Law §§ 160.50/160.55185 or Family
Court Act §§ 375.1, 375.2, recordings containing the identity of the victim of a sex crime
pursuant to Civil Rights Law § 50-b, or recordings depicting a juvenile.
3. The CCRB updated its internal guidelines and procedures to ensure that an officer’s
failure to use BWCs in accordance with NYPD policy is appropriately reported to the
NYPD. In summer 2019, the CCRB updated its internal guidelines to clarify when “Other
Misconduct Noted” (OMN) allegations—actions uncovered during a CCRB investigation that
are alleged violations of the Patrol Guide, but not within the CCRB’s jurisdiction—and
letters to the NYPD Risk Management Bureau (RMB) identifying possible problematic
patterns of behavior should be issued for improper use of BWCs. Under the current policy,
when an investigator determines that an officer who has been issued a BWC for at least 90
days before the incident failed to turn on the device at the start of the tour, failed to activate
the BWC during a mandatory event when it was feasible and safe to do so, or terminated the
activation before an incident had concluded, such conduct will be referred to the NYPD as
an OMN. Where an officer has committed the same misconduct, but has been issued a BWC
for less than 90 days before the incident, the CCRB will instead send an RMB letter. To

184 BWC MOU,

supra note 4, at § III(3)(d). NYPD shall not refuse to disclose or delay disclosure of footage on the
grounds that it is conducting a concurrent or parallel investigation, except for those investigations being
conducted by the Force Investigation Division and other cases deemed sensitive force investigations not being
conducted by FID. Notwithstanding, upon the conclusion of the investigation, the BWC footage will be shared
with CCRB.
185 Criminal Procedure Law §§ 160.50 and 160.55, both require that “all official records and papers . . . relating
to the arrest or prosecution . . . be sealed and not made available to any person or public or private agency.”
N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law §§ 160.50(1)(c); 160.55(1)(c).
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better enforce this CCRB policy on improper use of BWCs, the CCRB will work with the
NYPD to streamline the process by which it determines the date an officer was issued a
BWC.
4. CCRB has improved training for CCRB staff on how best to utilize BWC footage during
interviews of police officers. In May 2019, the CCRB’s Training Department conducted a
training on how to utilize video evidence during interviews. The training included
discussion on who may be shown BWC footage, at what point during the interview BWC
footage should be shown, the importance of getting full testimony before reviewing BWC
footage, standard questions to ask regarding BWC footage, and what questions to ask when
BWC footage appears to conflict with officer testimony. The training was presented to all
investigators and managers.
5. CCRB staff will be trained on current BWC technology being used by NYPD. The CCRB’s
Training Department will organize a BWC refresher training so that CCRB staff is up to date
on the NYPD’s current BWC hardware and software. Prior to the implementation of the
BWC MOU, CCRB staff will also be trained on both Vievu Solution and Axon Evidence.com—
the NYPD’s BWC platforms.
6. CCRB is updating procedures and technology to ensure that the Agency can accurately
track issues with BWC usage. The CCRB’s Data Processing and New Application
Development team are working to develop and better record standardized metrics on
technical and officer usage issues with BWCs.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NYPD
Given the findings of this Report, the CCRB recommends the following actions:
1. CPL §§ 160.50 and 160.55 should not prevent disclosure of BWC footage to the
CCRB.186 Unconstitutional stops sometimes lead to arrests and/or prosecutions that are
later dismissed or terminated and sealed. Thus, it is important that complaints related to
sealed cases are thoroughly investigated by the CCRB. While the CCRB hopes that the BWC
MOU and its adoption of verbal and written waiver/consent procedures will largely
alleviate issues associated with obtaining BWC footage related to sealed cases,187
investigating these cases without the improved level of review provided by BWC footage
would be a disservice to both the complainants and officers involved.188
2. The NYPD should incorporate GPS tagging technology, which embeds location data in
videos recorded by Axon cameras. Location tracking, or geotagging technology, provides
an additional mechanism to reduce false negatives and expedite BWC database searches. To
simplify the search terms used to locate BWC footage, the CCRB recommends that the NYPD
utilize the geotagging technology available on Axon View—an Axon mobile application that
connects to Axon cameras and provides instant video playback and GPS tagging. Using this
technology, video files uploaded to Vievu Solution and Evidence.com would automatically
include “location metadata,” allowing the NYPD to more easily identify relevant BWC
footage by searching location tags or the GPS coordinates of identified officers.
3. The NYPD should incorporate Axon technology that automatically activates all
nearby Axon cameras, including BWC and dashboard cameras, when an officer
triggers their Taser or draws their firearm. Axon’s Signal Performance Power Magazine
and Axon’s Signal Sidearm automatically enable an officer’s BWC to begin recording in
critical situations. The incorporation and automation of this technology by the NYPD will
ensure greater oversight—both internally by supervisors, and externally by the CCRB, other
oversight agencies, and the public-at-large.

Criminal Procedure Law §§ 160.50 and 160.55, both require that “all official records and papers . . . relating
to the arrest or prosecution . . . be sealed and not made available to any person or public or private agency.”
N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law §§ 160.50(1)(c); 160.55(1)(c).
187 BWC MOU, supra note 4, at § III (3)(f). CCRB will adopt procedures to obtain valid consent, when possible,
to view and use BWC footage without redaction or blurring at the start of its investigation. Informed, verbal
consent shall be sufficient.
188 Although there are legitimate privacy concerns surrounding the general use, retention, and release of BWC
footage, the privacy laws that apply to CCRB in its capacity as an independent city agency mitigate the potential
for harm from disclosure of BWC recordings for the purposes of its investigations. Any officer information and
documents obtained during the course of an investigation are considered personnel records and are protected
from disclosure pursuant to Civil Rights Law § 50-a. The Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) also provides
limitations on what information can be publicly disclosed.
186
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4. The NYPD should continue working with Axon, the company from which NYPD
purchases its BWCs, to ensure that mounting hardware can withstand all aspects of
policing. Given the importance of recorded interactions for law enforcement and oversight
purposes, the CCRB encourages the NYPD to address issues of BWCs becoming dislodged.
5. When conducting home visits and entries, officers should turn on their BWC prior to
arrival at the residence to account for any lag time while in buffering mode.
Allegations related to entry into civilians’ homes comprised 10% of Abuse of Authority
allegations closed by the CCRB in 2018.189 To account for the 30-second and one-minute
buffer period in BWC models, the CCRB recommends that officers conducting home
visits/entries activate their BWCs prior to arrival at the civilian’s home or upon entering the
building for apartment buildings. This will help to ensure that the officers’ entry into a
civilian’s home is captured in its entirety. Capturing audio and video recordings of the
totality of these interactions will allow BWCs to better serve both oversight and law
enforcement purposes.
6. The NYPD should amend the Patrol Guide to prohibit officers from intentionally
interfering with the capturing of BWC footage, including, but not limited to, using
signals to warn other officers that their BWC is active in an effort to obfuscate or
facilitate police misconduct. Currently, PG § 212.123(8) does not prohibit officers from
intentionally hindering a BWC recording in any way. The CCRB’s review of cases with BWC
video has identified a number of instances where officers have used signals to prevent or
halt the recording of police misconduct. This specific use of signals undermines the purpose
of the BWC program that is meant to, “provide a contemporaneous, objective record of
stops and frisks, allowing for the review of officer conduct.”190 Given these identified
incidents of officer interference, the CCRB believes that the NYPD should amend its policy to
prohibit officers from intentionally disrupting a BWC recording, including the use of
signaling, to obfuscate or facilitate misconduct.
7. The NYPD should publicly report its audits of officer compliance with BWC policy. The
NYPD currently conducts regular audits of BWC recordings to ensure officer compliance
and address any performance or tactical deficiencies observed on camera.191 However, due
to the lack of public reporting, the number of audits conducted, and the extent to which the
NYPD is aware of BWC usage issues or officer non-compliance, is unknown. The public
reporting of these metrics, which already have been adopted in other jurisdictions,192 would
CCRB,
Annual
Report
2018
(2019),
available
at
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/ccrb/downloads/pdf/policy_pdf/annual_biannual/2018CCRB_AnnualReport.pdf
190 Floyd, 959 F. Supp. 2d. at 685.
191 Letter from Ernest F. Hart, Deputy Commissioner, NYPD Legal Matters, to CCRB [hereinafter Legal Bureau
Letter] (Jan. 13, 2020).
192 See Chicago Police Department, Special Order S03-14 Body Worn Cameras (Apr. 30, 2018),
http://directives.chicagopolice.org/directives/data/a7a57b38-151f3872-56415-1f38189
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better support the mission of the BWC program and ensure greater transparency and
oversight of the NYPD.
8. The NYPD should include BWC searches on all Internal Affairs Bureau (IAB) referral
logs and link digital memo book entries to the appropriate BWC footage. Including all
BWC footage reviewed by the NYPD in cases referred to the CCRB from IAB, or providing
reference to BWC footage in documents provided to the CCRB, would cut down on the time
needed for the CCRB to obtain BWC evidence in concurrent investigations.

89ce6c22d026d090.pdf?hl=true; City of Chicago Office of Inspector General, Evaluation of the Chicago Police
Department’s
Random
Reviews
of
Body-Worn
Camera
Recordings
(July
30,
2019),
https://igchicago.org/2019/07/30/evaluation-of-the-chicago-police-departments-random-reviews-of-bodyworn-camera-recordings/.
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APPENDIX A: MOU CONCERNING BODY-WORN CAMERA FOOTAGE
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APPENDIX B: PG § 212.123, USE OF BODY-WORN CAMERAS
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APPENDIX C: MANUFACTURER DESCRIPTIONS OF BWC CAMERAS
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BACKGROUND OF THE CCRB AND GLOSSARY
The Charter of the City of New York established the CCRB and empowered it to receive and
investigate complaints from members of the public concerning misconduct by members of the
NYPD. The CCRB is required to conduct its investigations “fairly and independently, and in a
manner in which the public and the police department have confidence.” Under the City Charter, the
CCRB has jurisdiction to investigate the following categories of police misconduct: Force, Abuse of
Authority, Discourtesy, and Offensive Language, collectively known as FADO. The CCRB will also
note other misconduct when it uncovers conduct by NYPD officers during the course of its
investigation that falls outside its jurisdiction, which the Department has requested be noted or is
considered important to bring to the Department’s attention. Examples of other misconduct include
failures by officers to enter necessary information in their activity logs (memo books), failures to
complete required documentation of an incident, and evidence suggesting that officers have made
false official statements.
The Board consists of 13 members all appointed by the Mayor. The City Council designates five
Board members (one from each borough); the Police Commissioner designates three; and the
Mayor designates five, including the Chair of the Board. Under the City Charter, the Board must
reflect the diversity of the city’s residents and all members must live in New York City. No member
of the Board may have a law enforcement background, except those designated by the Police
Commissioner, who must have had a law enforcement vocation. No Board member may be a public
employee or serve in public office. Board members serve three-year terms, which can be, and often
are, renewed.
The Executive Director is appointed by the Board and is the Chief Executive Officer, who is
responsible for managing the day-to-day operations of the Agency and overseeing its nearly 200
employees. The Agency consists of a 90-member Investigations Division responsible for
investigating allegations of police misconduct within the Agency’s jurisdiction (FADO), and for
making investigative findings. The most serious police misconduct cases, for which the Board has
substantiated misconduct and recommended discipline in the form of Charges and Specifications,
are prosecuted by a 14-member Administrative Prosecution Unit (APU). The APU began
operating in April 2013, after the CCRB and the NYPD signed a Memorandum of Understanding
establishing the unit. The prosecutors within the unit are responsible for prosecuting, trying, and
resolving cases before a Deputy Commissioner of Trials or Assistant Deputy Commissioner of Trials
at One Police Plaza.
The Agency also includes a Mediation Unit with trained third-party mediators who may be able to
resolve less serious allegations between a police officer and a civilian. A complainant may mediate
his or her case with the subject officer, in lieu of an investigation, with the CCRB providing a neutral,
third-party mediator. The Outreach and Intergovernmental Affairs Unit acts as a liaison with
various entities, and is responsible for intergovernmental relations, outreach presentations, and
community events throughout the five boroughs of New York City.
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Members of the public who file complaints regarding alleged misconduct by NYPD officers are
referred to as complainants. Other civilians involved in the incident are categorized as victims or
witnesses. Officers who are alleged to have committed acts of misconduct are categorized as
subject officers, while officers who witnessed or were present for the alleged misconduct are
categorized as witness officers. The CCRB’s investigators in the Intake Unit receives complaints
filed by the public in-person, by telephone, voicemail, an online complaint form, or referred to the
Agency by the NYPD. When a complaint is filed, the CCRB assigns it a unique complaint
identification number. The CCRB also refers to complaints as cases. A single complaint or case may
contain multiple FADO allegations.
Allegations regarding improper entries, searches, or failures to show a warrant are considered
allegations falling within the CCRB’s Abuse of Authority jurisdiction. The vast majority of
complaints regarding improper entries, searches, or warrant executions involve only a single
incident of entry or search, but some complaints involve more than one entry or search (occurring
on the same day or on different days). Each allegation is reviewed separately during an
investigation.
During an investigation, the CCRB’s civilian investigators gather documentary and video evidence
and conduct interviews with complainants, victims, civilian witnesses, subject officers, and witness
officers in order to determine whether the allegations occurred and whether they constitute
misconduct. At the conclusion of the investigation, a closing report is prepared, summarizing the
relevant evidence and providing a factual and legal analysis of the allegations. The closing report
and investigative file are provided to the Board before it reaches a disposition. A panel of three
Board members (a Board Panel) reviews the material, makes findings for each allegation in the
case, and if allegations are substantiated, provides recommendations as to the discipline that
should be imposed on the subject officer(s).
The Disposition is the Board’s finding of the outcome of a case (i.e., if misconduct occurred). The
Board is required by its rules to use a preponderance of the evidence standard of proof in
evaluating cases. Findings on the merits result when CCRB is able to conduct a full investigation
and obtain sufficient credible evidence for the Board to reach a factual and legal determination
regarding the officer’s conduct. In these cases, the Board may arrive at one of the following findings
on the merits for each allegation in the case: substantiated, exonerated, or unfounded.
Substantiated cases are those where it was proven by a preponderance of evidence that the alleged
acts occurred and the acts constituted misconduct. Exonerated cases are those where it was shown
by a preponderance of the evidence that the alleged acts occurred, but the acts did not constitute
misconduct. Unfounded cases are those where there was a preponderance of the evidence that the
acts alleged did not occur. Unsubstantiated cases are those where the CCRB was able to conduct a
full investigation, but there was insufficient evidence to establish by a preponderance of the
evidence whether or not an act of misconduct occurred. In some cases, the CCRB is unable to
conduct a full investigation or mediation and must truncate the case.193
193

Fully investigated cases comprise complaints disposed of as substantiated, unsubstantiated, exonerated,
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NEW YORK CITY CHARTER
Chapter 18-A
Civilian Complaint Review Board
§ 440 Public complaints against members of the police department.
(a) It is in the interest of the people of the city of New York and the New York City police
department that the investigation of complaints concerning misconduct by officers of the
department towards members of the public be complete, thorough and impartial. These inquiries
must be conducted fairly and independently, and in a manner in which the public and the police
department have confidence. An independent civilian complaint review board is hereby established
as a body comprised solely of members of the public with the authority to investigate allegations of
police misconduct as provided in this section.
(b) Civilian complaint review board.
1. The civilian complaint review board shall consist of thirteen members of the public appointed by
the mayor, who shall be residents of the city of New York and shall reflect the diversity of the city's
population. The members of the board shall be appointed as follows: (i) five members, one from
each of the five boroughs, shall be designated by the city council; (ii) three members with
experience as law enforcement professionals shall be designated by the police commissioner; and
(iii) the remaining five members shall be selected by the mayor. The mayor shall select one of the
members to be chair.
2. No member of the board shall hold any other public office or employment. No members, except
those designated by the police commissioner, shall have experience as law enforcement
professionals, or be former employees of the New York City police department. For the purposes of
this section, experience as a law enforcement professional shall include experience as a police
officer, criminal investigator, special agent, or a managerial or supervisory employee who exercised
substantial policy discretion on law enforcement matters, in a federal, state, or local law
enforcement agency, other than experience as an attorney in a prosecutorial agency.
3. The members shall be appointed for terms of three years, except that of the members first
appointed, four shall be appointed for terms of one year, of whom one shall have been designated
by the council and two shall have been designated by the police commissioner, four shall be
appointed for terms of two years, of whom two shall have been designated by the council, and five
shall be appointed for terms of three years, of whom two shall have been designated by the council
and one shall have been designated by the police commissioner.
4. In the event of a vacancy on the board during the term of office of a member by reason of
removal, death, resignation, or otherwise, a successor shall be chosen in the same manner as the
original appointment. A member appointed to fill a vacancy shall serve for the balance of the
unexpired term.
(c) Powers and duties of the board.
1. The board shall have the power to receive, investigate, hear, make findings and recommend
unfounded, officers unidentified, or miscellaneous. Miscellaneous cases are those where an officer retires or
leaves the Department before the Board receives the case for decision. Truncated cases are disposed of in
one of the following ways: complaint withdrawn, complainant/victim uncooperative, complainant/victim
unavailable, and victim unidentified.
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action upon complaints by members of the public against members of the police department that
allege misconduct involving excessive use of Force, Abuse of Authority, Discourtesy, or use of
Offensive Language, including, but not limited to, slurs relating to race, ethnicity, religion, gender,
sexual orientation and disability. The findings and recommendations of the board, and the basis
therefore, shall be submitted to the police commissioner. No finding or recommendation shall be
based solely upon an unsworn complaint or statement, nor shall prior unsubstantiated, unfounded
or withdrawn complaints be the basis for any such finding or recommendation.
2. The board shall promulgate rules of procedure in accordance with the city administrative
procedure act, including rules that prescribe the manner in which investigations are to be
conducted and recommendations made and the manner by which a member of the public is to be
informed of the status of his or her complaint. Such rules may provide for the establishment of
panels, which shall consist of not less than three members of the board, which shall be empowered
to supervise the investigation of complaints, and to hear, make findings and recommend action on
such complaints. No such panel shall consist exclusively of members designated by the council, or
designated by the police commissioner, or selected by the mayor.
3. The board, by majority vote of its members, may compel the attendance of witnesses and require
the production of such records and other materials as are necessary for the investigation of
complaints submitted pursuant to this section.
4. The board shall establish a mediation program pursuant to which a complainant may voluntarily
choose to resolve a complaint by means of informal conciliation.
5. The board is authorized, within appropriations available therefore, to appoint such employees as
are necessary to exercise its powers and fulfill its duties. The board shall employ civilian
investigators to investigate all complaints.
6. The board shall issue to the mayor and the city council a semi-annual report which shall describe
its activities and summarize its actions.
7. The board shall have the responsibility of informing the public about the board and its duties,
and shall develop and administer an on-going program for the education of the public regarding the
provisions of this chapter.
(d) Cooperation of police department.
1. It shall be the duty of the police department to provide such assistance as the board may
reasonably request, to cooperate fully with investigations by the board, and to provide to the board
upon request records and other materials which are necessary for the investigation of complaints
submitted pursuant to this section, except such records or materials that cannot be disclosed by
law.
2. The police commissioner shall ensure that officers and employees of the police department
appear before and respond to inquiries of the board and its civilian investigators in connection with
the investigation of complaints submitted pursuant to this section, provided that such inquiries are
conducted in accordance with department procedures for interrogation of members.
3. The police commissioner shall report to the board on any action taken in cases in which the
board submitted a finding or recommendation to the police commissioner with respect to a
complaint.
(e) The provisions of this section shall not be construed to limit or impair the authority of the police
commissioner to discipline members of the department. Nor shall the provisions of this section be
construed to limit the rights of members of the department with respect to disciplinary action,
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including but not limited to the right to notice and a hearing, which may be established by any
provision of law or otherwise.
(f) The provisions of this section shall not be construed to prevent or hinder the investigation or
prosecution of members of the department for violations of law by any court of competent
jurisdiction, a grand jury, district attorney, or other authorized officer, agency or body.
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BOARD MEMBERS
MAYORAL DESIGNEES
Fred Davie, Chair of the Board
Fred Davie serves as the Executive Vice President for the Union Theological Seminary located in
New York City, which prepares students to serve the church and society. Additionally, he is a
member of the Mayor’s Clergy Advisory Council (CAC) and is co-convener of its Public Safety
Committee, which is focused on building community safety and improving police-community
relations. Before working at Union Theological Seminary, Mr. Davie served as Interim Executive
Director and Senior Director of Social Justice and LGBT Programs at the Arcus Foundation, which
funds organizations worldwide that advance an inclusive, progressive public policy agenda. Mr.
Davie served on President Barack Obama’s transition team and was later appointed to the White
House Council of Faith-based and Neighborhood Partnerships. Mr. Davie has served the City as
Deputy Borough President of Manhattan and Chief of Staff to the Deputy Mayor for Community and
Public Affairs. Mr. Davie is a mayoral designee to the Board appointed by Mayor Bill de Blasio.
M. Div., Yale Divinity School; B.A., Greensboro College
John Siegal, Esq.
John Siegal is a partner in BakerHostetler, a national business law firm, where he handles litigation,
arbitrations, and appeals for clients in the financial services, media, and real estate industries. Mr.
Siegal’s practice also includes constitutional law, civil rights, Article 78, and other cases against
government agencies. He has been admitted to practice law in New York since 1987. Mr. Siegal’s
public service experience includes working as an Assistant to Mayor David N. Dinkins and as a
Capitol Hill staff aide to Senator (then Congressman) Charles E. Schumer. Throughout his legal
career, Mr. Siegal has been active in New York civic, community, and political affairs. Mr. Siegal is a
mayoral designee to the Board appointed by Mayor Bill de Blasio.
J.D., New York University School of Law; B.A., Columbia College
Erica Bond, Esq.
Erica Bond has experience in the government, non-profit, public policy, and legal sectors. Most
recently, Ms. Bond served as Special Advisor for Criminal Justice to the First Deputy Mayor of New
York City. In this role, she advised and supported the First Deputy Mayor in management of the
City’s criminal justice agencies. Prior to joining city government, Ms. Bond was a Director of
Criminal Justice at the Laura and John Arnold Foundation, where she worked to develop new
research, policy reforms, and evidenced-based innovations with the goal of transforming criminal
justice systems nationwide. In this role, she partnered with criminal justice practitioners,
researchers, and policymakers on initiatives to improve community safety, increase trust and
confidence in the criminal justice system, and ensure fairness in the criminal justice process. After
graduating from law school, Ms. Bond began a legal career as a Litigation Associate at Kaye Scholer
(now Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer LLP), an international law firm where she represented clients
on a variety of matters, including government investigations, regulatory compliance issues, and
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commercial disputes. Ms. Bond is a mayoral designee to the Board appointed by Mayor Bill de
Blasio.
J.D. Fordham University School of Law; B.A., Wesleyan University
Corinne A. Irish, Esq.
Corrine Irish is an attorney with the international law firm Squire Patton Boggs, where she litigates
and counsels clients on a variety of complex commercial matters, ranging from contract disputes to
enforcing intellectual property rights to advising clients on regulatory compliance. Ms. Irish is also a
founding member of the firm’s Public Service Initiative, where she has litigated death penalty,
criminal, and civil rights cases involving a miscarriage of justice or a denial of fundamental rights on
behalf of indigent clients. She also has served as counsel for amici clients before the U.S. Supreme
Court in important cases of criminal constitutional law. Ms. Irish previously served as a law clerk,
first to the Honorable William G. Young of the U.S. Court for the District of Massachusetts and then
to the Honorable Barrington D. Parker of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. Ms. Irish is
a lecturer-in-law at Columbia Law School, where she has taught since 2012. She was also an adjunct
professor at Brooklyn Law School in 2008 and 2009. Ms. Irish was recognized for six consecutive
years as a Rising Star in New York Super Lawyers and recently has been named to The National
Black Lawyers – Top 100. Ms. Irish is a mayoral designee to the Board appointed by Mayor Bill de
Blasio.
J.D. Harvard Law School; B.A., University of Pennsylvania
Angela Sung Pinsky
Angela Sung Pinsky is a dedicated public servant who is committed to the promotion of civic
dialogue in New York City. Most recently, Ms. Pinsky serves as Executive Director for the
Association for a Better New York (ABNY), where she drove public policy and managed a $1.8
million budget. Prior to joining ABNY, Angela served as Senior Vice President for Management
Services and Government Affairs at the Real Estate Board of New York (REBNY), where she was
responsible for REBNY’s commercial and residential Management Divisions, and was the lead on
building code, sustainability and energy, and federal issues that impact New York City real estate.
Ms. Pinsky also previously served as Deputy Chief of Staff at the Office of the Deputy Mayor for
Economic Development and Rebuilding during the Bloomberg administration. While at the Deputy
Mayor’s office, she designed and created the Mayor’s Office of Environmental Remediation, an
innovative office dedicated to remediation of contaminated land in economically-disadvantaged
areas of New York City.
M.A. New York University; B.A. Johns Hopkins University

CITY COUNCIL DESIGNEES
Joseph A. Puma
Joseph Puma's career in public and community service has been exemplified by the various
positions he has held in civil rights law, community-based organizations, and local government. As
a paralegal with the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, Mr. Puma handled cases involving
criminal justice, voting rights, employment discrimination, and school desegregation. Prior to
joining NAACP LDF, he worked for more than six years at the NYC Office of Management and
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Budget, where he served in roles in intergovernmental affairs, policy, and budget. From 2003 to
2004, he served as a community liaison for former NYC Council Member Margarita López. Since
2007, Mr. Puma has been involved with Good Old Lower East Side (GOLES), a community
organization helping residents with issues of housing, land use, employment, post-Sandy recovery
and long-term planning, and environmental and public health. A lifelong city public housing
resident, Mr. Puma currently serves on GOLES's Board of Directors, and has participated in national
public housing preservation efforts. Mr. Puma is a City Council designee to the Board first appointed
by Mayor Michael Bloomberg and reappointed by Mayor Bill de Blasio.
Certificate, Legal Studies, Hunter College, City University of New York; B.A., Yale University
Marbre Stahly-Butts, Esq.
Marbre Stahly-Butts is a former Soros Justice Fellow and now Policy Advocate at the Center for
Popular Democracy. Her Soros Justice work focused on developing police reforms from the bottom
up by organizing and working with families affected by aggressive policing practices in New York
City. Ms. Stahly-Butts also works extensively on police and criminal justice reform with partners
across the country. While in law school, Ms. Stahly-Butts focused on the intersection of criminal
justice and civil rights, and gained legal experience with the Bronx Defenders, the Equal Justice
Initiative, and the Prison Policy Initiative. Before law school, Ms. Stahly-Butts worked in Zimbabwe
organizing communities impacted by violence, and taught at Nelson Mandela’s alma mater in South
Africa. Ms. Stahly-Butts is a City Council designee to the Board appointed by Mayor Bill de Blasio.
J.D., Yale Law School; M.A., Oxford University; B.A., Columbia University
Michael Rivadeneyra, Esq.
Michael Rivadeneyra is the Senior Director of Government Relations at the YMCA of Greater New
York, where he develops the legislative and budgetary agenda for the organization. Prior to this
role, Mr. Rivadeneyra served in various capacities as a legislative staffer to Council Members James
Vacca, Annabel Palma, and Diana Reyna. While in law school, Mr. Rivadeneyra served as a legal
intern at Main Street Legal Services, where he represented immigrant survivors of gender violence
and advocated on behalf of undergraduate students from disadvantaged backgrounds. Mr.
Rivadeneyra also worked to advance immigrants’ rights as an intern at the New York Legal
Assistance Group during law school. Mr. Rivadeneyra is a City Council designee to the Board
appointed by Mayor Bill de Blasio.
J.D., CUNY School of Law, Queens College; B.A., State University of New York at Albany
Nathan N. Joseph
Nathan N. Joseph is a retired physician assistant who served New York City as a health care
administrator and practitioner. Mr. Joseph most recently was a facility administrator at DaVita
South Brooklyn Nephrology Center in Brooklyn, where he conducted budget analysis and staff
training and development. Prior to working as a facility administrator, Mr. Joseph was an associate
director for ambulatory services at Kings County Hospital Center, where he previously was a
physician assistant. Mr. Joseph’s experience in health care also includes work in detention facilities
within New York City, including the Manhattan Detention Complex, the Spofford Juvenile Detention
Center, and Rikers Island Prison, where he provided daily sick call and emergency treatment of
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inmates. Mr. Joseph is the Staten Island City Council designee to the Board appointed by Mayor Bill
de Blasio.
A.A.S Staten Island Community College
POLICE COMMISSIONER DESIGNEES

Salvatore F. Carcaterra
Salvatore F. Carcaterra began his law enforcement career in 1981 with the NYPD, where he served
for 21 years. Starting as a Patrol Officer, he was promoted through the ranks to the position of
Deputy Chief. As a Deputy Chief, he served as the Executive Officer to the Chief of Department,
where, among many duties, he organized and implemented the NYPD’s overall response to the
threat of terrorism following the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center. Prior to that, Mr.
Carcaterra was a Deputy Inspector in command of the Fugitive Enforcement Division. As a Deputy
Inspector, he also served in the Office of the Deputy Commissioner for Operations, managing
COMPSTAT, and commanding the Hate Crimes Task Force, increasing its arrest rate by over 50
percent. He served in the NYPD Detective Bureau as a Captain in the 70th Precinct and as Deputy
Inspector in the 66th Precinct. After retiring from the NYPD, Mr. Carcaterra became the president of
a security firm and now heads his own security company, providing personal and physical
protection to individuals and corporations. Mr. Carcaterra is a police commissioner designee to the
Board appointed by Mayor Bill de Blasio.
B.S., John Jay College of Criminal Justice, City University of New York; Graduate, Federal Bureau of
Investigation National Academy; Graduate, Columbia University Police Management Institute
Frank Dwyer
Frank Dwyer, a Brooklyn native and current Queens resident, consults with and teaches at police
departments and educational institutions throughout the United States. In 1983, he joined the
NYPD and served in Queens, Brooklyn, and Manhattan in a variety of assignments including as a
Police Academy Law Instructor, the Commanding Officer of the 7th Precinct on the Lower East Side
of Manhattan, and the Commanding Officer of the Office of the Deputy Commissioner for
Operations. He worked in Lower Manhattan on 9/11 and in months that followed. Retiring in 2012
at the rank of Deputy Inspector, Mr. Dwyer is currently pursuing a doctorate in Criminal Justice. He
has consulted for several police departments, including Newark, New Jersey and Wilmington,
Delaware. He has also taught at or consulted for the following educational institutions: John Jay
College of Criminal Justice, Teachers College, Boston College, Morgan State University, and the
University of San Diego. Mr. Dwyer is a police commissioner designee to the Board appointed by
Mayor Bill de Blasio.
M.S.W., Hunter College, City University of New York; M.St., Cambridge University; M.P.A., Harvard
University; M.A., Fordham University; B.A., Cathedral College
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EXECUTIVE AND SENIOR STAFF
Executive Staff
Executive Director: Jonathan Darche, Esq.
Senior Advisor & Secretary to the Board: Jerika L. Richardson
General Counsel: Matt Kadushin, Esq.
Chief Prosecutor: Andrea Robinson, Esq.
Co-Chief of Investigations: Chris Duerr
Co-Chief of Investigations: Winsome Thelwell
Deputy Executive Director of Administration: Jeanine Marie

Senior Staff
Deputy Chief of Investigations: Dane Buchanan, Esq.
Deputy Chief Prosecutor: Suzanne O’Hare, Esq.
Director of Case Management: Eshwarie Mahadeo
Director of Communications: Colleen Roache
Director of Data Processing: Lincoln MacVeagh
Acting Director of Human Resources: Jennelle Brooks
Director of Information Technology: Carl Esposito
Director of Mediation: Lisa Grace Cohen, Esq.
Director of NYPD Relations: Jayne Cifuni
Director of Operations and Budget: David B. Douek, Esq.
Director of Outreach and Intergovernmental Affairs: Yojaira Alvarez
Director of Policy and Advocacy: Nicole M. Napolitano, Ph.D.
Deputy Director and Senior Counsel of Policy and Advocacy: Harya Tarekegn, Esq.
Deputy Chief of Special Operations: Olas Carayannis
Director of Training and Staff Development: Monte Givhan, Esq.
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